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INTRODUCTION 



CormRlnication is the breath of cotmtUnity. Comrrunity 

without conrnunication is a contradiction in terms. Cormn.tni-

cation between and aroong peQple is possible only when there is 
--

communion. It is through communication that communion develops 

in a Society. However, not all typesof communication can give 

rise to comnunion. Certain types of communications may deli

berately lead to conflict or disharmony or cessation of the 

existing communion. Sometimes they may even kill the humanity 

of man. The Objectives of communication therefore differ 

depending upon the interests of the communicators. How do 

people comrrunicate, depends upon how and in what sense they 

understand and accept others. In the final analysis," it is 

one's view of man and reality in its tot all ty that detennines 

the· nature and objective of communication. Human life, on the 

whole~ is treated in different ways. Serre times man is considered 

as sacred and hence all human beings are treated as equally 

sacred. In some other cultures man's value is judged on the 

basis of economic power and hence the less privileged are 

viewed as the obj •2Ct of exploitation. In some other societies, 

man's standing is assessed on the basis of the birth if not 

previous birth. Here man is treated on the basis of social 

standing. Communication is made either for self-protection, 

or perpetuation of power1 or for exploiting humanity or for 

the over-all progress of the humanity at large. 

India.has entered with dramatic speed the era of 

modern communication in recent years. This is pa..-tly as a 
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·result of exposure to the Communication Revolution of 

the developed countries. 'l'his is also partly due to major 

policy decisions in favour of introducing modern cormunication 
1 

technology'in the_Indian sub-continent. Social scientists 

are not yet adequately focussed on the socl al consequences 

of introducing modern conmunication in a country like India. 

For a country which is still struggling with problems of 

economic transition fr:"~ a pre-industrial to the industrial 

stage, the acceptance of the communication technology of the 

post industrial societies offers unperceived possibilities 

as well as dangers. Considering this above framework this 

study -WGS conceptualized to examine the ~le of TV in health 

awareness. 

With the development of new techniques in communi

cation, India wlth some other developing countries, witnessed 

rapid expansion of mass media. Television, a young child of 

mass media, is ·F'olng-~ :fa:S:t as it is nourished by political 

wi 11 and, apparently, favourable governmental planning. 

Teleyision:·, now frequently addressed by media planners as 

development tool, may be an instrument for socio-cultural 

upliftment of the people and therefore it, according to media 

policy of government, has to be made more responsive to the 

needs of the people "and ••• the media should be made more 

relevant for instructional purposes". It may play a major 

role in communication revolution to promote awakening among 

people regarding democratization, community participation in 

developmental tool, health, hygiene a;d :'arn~ly welfare 



programmes; education; agricultural develo~ent etc. 
a 

'. 3 

Therefore,; television hasLwide ranging role as infoonation 

and education agents in all these fields. 

Mass media/ spec! ally television and radio·; · are 

penetrating urban and rural communities socio-cultural structure 

and seek to flow a package of entertainment, information and 

education among them. Demographically, country is divided 

into many linguistic population areas and the television 

is the only media which can cross tne language barriers to 

provide message and information sinultaneously and uniformaly. 

Although~ the progra~es on television are not limited 

to any special field but health, hygiene"- and farni ly welfaxe 

are given a sizeable coverage in it. However;' communities·~ 

more or less, retain its own values regarding health but the 

force-ful mass-nedia like TV may effect and mould these values 

in to desired direction. 

Poverty, illiteracy, poor sanitary donditions etc. 

are the fundamental causes of ill health but health status 

of the people may also be improved by giving them a positive 

awareness of health. Significance of television as a measure 

of information and education is particularly great in a vast 

and developing country-·:.. like India where the reach of printed 

word is neither wide nor deep, For the country like India, where 

literacy percentage is still in poor condition, TV may be 

proved as a powerful weapon to disseminate ti1e acqu.Aitance and 

general awareness regarding~mary education, health ~ hygiene~ 

family welfare programme etc. Alt.~ough, radio. fulfils all 



these reguirements fully or partially but TV becomes more 

useful and effect! ve as 1 t provides both audio and video 

to viewers for their easy understanding of the programne. 

L,astly; importance of television can be envisaged as in the 

words of P .c. Joshi: 

"Television is the product of the most advanced stage 

of modern communication revolution. It has perhaps a much 

greater influence on perception,.emoUons and out look of the 

people than any other media. It has the effect of eroding 
2 

old values and attitudes in favour of new ones" 

Purpose of the study: 

Doordarshan has been expanded rapidly and it has now 

about 180 tra.'lsmitters all over the country. However, it is 

claimed that existing Doordarshan network covers about seventy 

percent of the population of the country. Therefore, impact

study of television programme has become the prime requirement 

in the field of sociology of communication. 

Some studies mostly sponsored by governmental agencies 

i.e. Indian Institute of Mass Communication, Indian Space 

Research Organisation, and Doordarshan etc. are claiming that 

the TV programmes related to health and family welfare are 

enhancing the knowledge of viewers and they are receiving 

these with acquisitive mind and interest. However, sone 

social scientists agree upon television's role only for 

reinforceiTt-O...nt and renewal of audience's existing knowledge 

already acq...ti.red by ir .. ~e=ited health C".J.ltun: or bv inter 
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personal communication and not for disseminationLnew, )nformation 

among them. 

Hencei it become imnediate purpose and objective of 

researcher to investigate into~i.tter while undertaking the 

study on health awareness by the mass medium-television. 

Although, the degree of adoption and rejection of health 

programmes could not be perfectly assess(~d due to the time 

constraint and also fear of deviation from the actual objective 

of the research,- but, however, the causes of rejection -were 

evaluated. Thus, objectives underlying in the study are cate

gorised into primary and secondary one and given as here under. 

(a) Primary Objectives: 

(i) Did the health programmes on TV cause viewer•s 

acquaintance with diseases, its symptoms, preventive and 

lastly,- curative measures? 

(11) Were the health pro~s filling the awareness 

gap regarding health, and affecting viewer's own health culture? 

(iii) Had these programmes benefitted or were bene

fitting to their individual health problems or to their 

families and peergroups? 

Secondary Objectives 

i) Did they face any difficulty or difficulties in 

understanding the programme's message and information? 

ii) Had they any suggestion c= suggestions about 

inclusion and modification of the items to be shown in health 



ill) Did they watch the health programmes, if not,· 

what were the reasons? 

i v) If they watched the health programmes, which 

programme they liked most and W1y? 

6 

v) Did they watch TV, if not, what were the reasons? 

Scheme of Chapterization 

This whole work is devoted into five sections out of 

which first section is given to introduction and rest are the 

four chapters of the study • In the first chapter, growth and 

dwelopment of communication is reviewed and it includes the 

meaning of communication, development of mass media communication 

and television and its relation with the development of health. 

Sec~chapter is given to the review of available literature~ 

attributed to the communication~- specially television impact 

studies on rural development, agriculture and finally on health 

and family welfare. Third chapter contains an exploratory ,... 
study in Mayapuri - Delhi,' on TV health programmes. In the 

fourth chapter a diseuasion has been made on the basis of findings 
/ 

of the study and issues raised in the second chapter while 

reviewing the literature. And, finally a perspective of this 

problem has bee..n worked out. 

l 
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CHAPTER - I 

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNICATION 



Coanynigat,iop apd its Deul.opment . 

1 •11 Meaning and ,defini.tion ·of· Ccmmt~rd«aticm 

Process of modernisation sought dramatic speed with 

the development of cormunication system. New technologies 

8 

·in cormunication system has become the r:rie~s ., to revolutionise 

the all aspects of human life and prevailing social conditions. 

i'he wold comm1nication cames from the woJd 'Camunico' - •aning 

share or impart., partake •. It is also taken to mean the act or 

action of imparting or transmitting the fact or· information.1 

•eoiLIIIUnicat.ion is the exchange of meaning between individual 

through a co1m1on system of symbols" 2 It is social process 

which includes implicit acceptance of the uessaqe and also 
recognition of meanings associated with the message. Connuni

c:ation is that process whereby encapsulat~Sd particles of meaning 

are transmitted between ird.i vidual organisms by means of 
. c·· . . 3 

specialised sending or receiving devices•. It is also de'fined 

as • a variety of behaviour;· processes and technologies by which 

meaning is tran~mitted or derived from information• 
4 

French sociologist; Lapierre viewed comnunication as 

•the process by which one organism conveys through space and 

time or both~ its feeling~-, sentiments, ideas or knowledge to 

another organism" • · Men can convey a wide variety of complex 

feellng;o desire/ ideas etc. with considerable accuracy and 
. 5 
communicate with one another syni>olically. It must be recog-

nised that "it is thro-..t<jl comnunicaUon thq.t people can learn 

about ne~ ideas, caz1 be· stimulated by cha..'"1ge wr..ich is conve-.ted 

~ 

0 
understand what is going a....-our1d them"., 



Through conrnunication people control one another•• 

behaviour and unite themselves in groups. Thus;" •eoramunicaUon 

is a means for breaking down the barriers to human interaction. 

:tt is means for achieving nutual Wlderstanding. Three elements 

:lte. (a) scarce (b) the message and (c) the destination are 
. 7 

always required by cormnun!cation. Conmunication ~· according 

to Desai (1974);'! is the fabric on which all progress is woven. 

A progressive nation is one that seeks to give the people an 

effect~! ve voice in the process of deeisian making on q.1estion 

of economic growth,- social ecpallty and exercise of political 
8 

authority. 

Comnunication • s influence may be seen as instrument of 

reinforCement rather · than change. And/ the reinforcement may 

be helped by (1) predisposition and the related process of 

selective exposure, selective perception, and selective retention 

(2) the groups and the norms of the groups to which the audience 

members belong ( 3) the interpersonal dissemination of the content 

of communication;·- (4) the exercise of opinion leadership and 

9 
(5) the nature of mass media in free ente1:·-prise society. 

1·12 Bevelopment ·of Coll'l'tV.1nication a 

Communication which started wLth vocal sound;' signals 

and body language, evolved through the spectrum of media channels 

of signs, symbols,· picto graphy, notations~"l inscription etc. 

The content was centering mainly around food.shelter, natural . 

f orces and human relations~ While moving in search of food~·-
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people left:th'eir imprint on stones,. caves, walls etc. "The 

development of tribal dialects continuing through the nomadic~c 

acul-turist and agriculturist stage was a natural offshoot of 

primi. t1 ve conrnunication on mdes." Gradually, the nature and 

structure of conmunication were changing llli le society JOO"fttd 
10 

~cas industrialisation. According to Chaudhari (1984) 

with the development of human societies r interaction which started 

with vocal sound, which can not be called dialect, sigas; signals 

etc. went through the entire structure of traditional comnuni

cation, mdes, body language, through language and script, with 

industriallzation;f was absorbed and over shadowed by electrical 
12 

and electronic channels". Dube· (1955) opined that primitive 

humans lived in small g-rOups with interpersonal communication. 

Millions of years wer.e spent in developing the technology; from 

cave engraving to the discovery of paper and pre~s ~~ .. to make 

it accessible to the p~ple. While communication become easy 

after the development of transport routes Uke roads,~ waterwaysl· 

bridges;· sea routes, Jn:·vers .and canals/ it, in the words of 
,. .. · .. ~ ......... ' 

Marshal Mcluhan;' became totatly" transfomed into information 
13 

movement in the elec:tttd::..; age. The invention of electric! ty 

was yet another m.tlestone in man 'a progress on this earth. 

There came the printing press another take off stage for the 

era of mass communication, which again made the world a nuch 

smaller place to live in. The next break-through came in the 

shape of- silent moviee and later talkie movies for mass co~i-

ca"-...ioo. entertainement and education and television is an audio-



visual extension of the filii from mass audience to individual 

homes. On the basis of his study of two Indian villages,-
14 

Lakshamana Rao (1966) came up with the theory that •cormuni• 

cation helps people find-new noz:ms and achieve a balance during 

a petiod of rapid change. Communication though appears to 

originally stimulate and create stress~ later on acts as a balm 

and reduces tension". Schranwn wrote (1967 >15 whenever change 

impends, wherever change occurs in human society~, these conmunica

tion flows" • 
16 

Kuwuswamr· (1972) asserted the role of comnunication 

in all spheres of development in the life and condition of the 

people. He wrote "It is in the ninteenth century that a revolution 

took place in the wOrld with respect to media of conmunication 

with the application of science and technology. It is also .t.n 

the ninteenth century that there was a transformation in the 

political and economic structure in India giving rise to new 

attitudes, new outlook and new behaviour from one end of the 

country to the other. This has to a great extent helped in 

the unification of the PeoPle ldth diverse outlook and interests 

on account of rural urban difference,' caste;· religion and language 

difference, all of ~ch tend to disintegrate the society unless 

the mass are exposed to new ways of thinking and develop new 

attitudes;' there is little hope of economic development social 

ecpality, social roobility and political maturity. These changes 

now possible because of the development in modern medium of 

corrrnunication. To put in other words, wi tho't.~ adequate and 



-, 

effective colmlunication economic and social development will 
-( 

be inevitably· retorted. 

Mass Media Conwnunication 

1.21 M,an;ng of Mass Media-col!!R!lnication 

Contemporary society is too complex to function only 

through direot communicatlon between one individual and another. 

For instance,:, one message, can be d)tlivered to thousands of 

f2 

people simultaneously through the. mediunslike radio and Television. 

A national important news can be read in the daily newspaper by 

millions of newsreaders at a time. Thus these qommunication 

media give more result in less time,· money and labour than that 

of direct comnunication. This is mass communication - the process 

of delivering information, ideas, and attitudes to a sizeable 

and diversified audience through use of media developed for that 

purpose" •17 It is utilized to disseminate the message to large 

masses of different geographical regions, culture and socio

economic condition at a same time. Hence, mass communication 

seeks to cross all the barriers and conditions W'lich happen: 

frequently iri the way of interpersonal COJTli'IUilicatiori. "Mass 

communication comprises the institutions and techniques by which 

specialized social groups employ technological devices (press, 
! 

radio, film etc.) to disseminate symbolic content to large 
18 

heterogeneous and widely dispersed audience". 

Mass media, means of communication, such as newspapers, 

magc:~:tnes,' television, radio and motion pictures designed to 
19 

reach and influence very large numbers of people • Every 

· .. ... 
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,o 

channel·, of comrm:lnication has its own function and characteris• 

ties, for example the cinema is concerned with providing enter

tainment and education and is capable of creating high emotional 

involvement. The print media, especially the modern press is 

involved in creating increase in political awareness and deals 

with advertising. The radio on the other hand has an inpllcit 

quality of immediately and sociability and able to command a 

large area coverage. The television and all other technical 

appliances have in coninon audicwisual display, entertainment, 
20 

tilfonnation, education and a persuative quality. The mass 

media have made us instantly aware of the outside world. We 

are used to knowing what happens hundreds of thousands of miles 

away within moments of its happening • • • • • • The mass media are 
21 

seen as tools to reconstruct society. 

1.22 Develooment of mass media communication: 

The development of mass media communication could be 

seen in sprectrwn of the development of means of transportation 

of message from early days till today. The mass media are the 

resultant of the forces set in motion when groups of men like 

animals first huddled together against the cold and dangers of 

primitive times • The tool of 1 anguage come even before recorded 

history and the alphabet came at the very dawn of histor./• 

Sometimes, between the beginning of language and the invention 

of the alphabet man developed highly ingenious ways of storing 

knowledge and transmitting information. SJ'fk)ke singals and drum 

beats were the first broadcast and the collection of cut stone 

..._ -'-. t ~. , ib i 2 2 
'C:.ct.U.i.e .s, .. l.rst .... rar es e 

COTitl;':unicatio:-; ru~ through the sa~ ~te;:>s aE c= the com:TiU.t1i·: 2tion" 
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Ancient India also developed mass media communication through 

the various ways of folk media and interpersonal communication 

media. 
23 

Pannar ( 1-976) suggested that in ancient India only folk 

media of communication of information and ideas were existed 

rather than modern mass med.iala The technology - based mass media 

appeared on the Indian scene only after the establishment of 

British rule. Media of comrm.mication in ancient India was inter

personal comrrRlilication and conversation. According to Olive {1971 >
24 

.it is strange phenomenon that in India from the oldest time upto 

the present day the spoken word and not writing has been the basis 

of literary even more definitely the social, political and commercial 

needs of the people. 

With the onset and entrenchment of industrialization in 

Western Europe and England, the powers of its technologies of 

steam, mechanisation and electricity were extended to the colonies 

within their empires. 25 Rapid communication of complete and 

elaborate message became possible and after the invention of 

elec·tricity and later, telegraph was invented as the first tool 

of electric system of conmunication in the 19th century. Just 

after telegraph message system, telephonic communication system 

was developed by Alexander Graham Bell. Radio, as the media 

available to common men entered into the field of mass media 

conrraunication and become an instrument of communication revolution. 

Development of communication in India may be traced back 

from· initiation of regular postal service in Bengal in 1766 by 
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Robert Clive. In 1774, Warren Hastings made available the postal 

service to general public. In 1837, East Indi~;stablished its 

monopoly on postal services and abolished those of private owned. 

Postal stamps, parcel,- servicei money orders and postal saving 

banks were introduced. In 1852;-' telegraph line was started in 

Calcutta. Telephone was introduced by some private enterprises 

in 1875. First telephone exchange was set up in Simla in 1913-14 
26 

and first railway line was opened in Calcutta in 1852. 

Starting gradually with roadways, printing press, steam 

navigation, locomotive railways, photography, postal services 

and newspapers, India before long was over-whelmed with the import 

of ever accelerating developing technologies of the big media: 

telegraph;' newspapers, telephones, radio, phonoqraphs, and movie 

photography •••• The pace of development accelerated with the 

introduction of television, computers, and micro-electronics, and 

finally leap - frogged with the technological combinations of 

telematics, informatics and the satellite systems - all within the 
27 

-span of barely half a century. Now,- television and radio has 

become the central focus of the growth in mass media technology. 

And again, we~ -are w1 tnessing tremendous innovations in the use 

of television such as the development of vldeo, cable and 

satellite systems. 

1·23 Mass Media Communication and Social Change 

The rapid growth of mass media and their influence in 

modern times led people to consider the actual role of mass media 

in social life and behaviour. According to Schramm, 28 "mass media 

are essentially age._-:~t.s of social chal'lge and the specific kind of 

soc:ial cha."'lge t.~ey are expected to help accomp:.-ish in the transition 



to new C"\.tstoms and practices, and in some cases, to different 

social relationships, Behind such change in behaviour must 

necessarily present substantial alterations in attitudes, beliefs, 

skills and social norms". 

There are two theories about the effect of man communication. 

According to first theory, media are extremely potent. And, in 

the hands of advertisers, political propagandists and mass educa

tiors, they can be used as instruments for the manipulation or 

conditioning of man's mind .against his will· 
29 

On the other hand 

second theory argues that the mass media tend to make people to 

be conservative, status quoist and o.pposed to any change. 

Klapper (1960) concluded that media have little or no effect on 

people, rather, they tend to reinforce attitude and behaviours 

that people already possess.3° 

It is often recognised by sociologists and media experts 

that mass media are very powerful in society and detennine the 

thought and actions of people to a substantial degree. But; this 

view is not universally accepted, that is why a third world 

journalist communicator Alta£ Gauhar rejects this view. According 

to him, among the natural hwnan urges are: the will to servive 

and the will to express. People become one on the basis of 

identity and they remain one in parsuit of a common destiny.. Any 

social or political order which militates __ aC}aii.l~t th~ ident,ity 

and destiny of a c~~ity alienates itself_from the people. Gauhar 

expresses strong belief in the self sufficiency and self protecting 

capacity of media - process, against the domdnation of vested 

interests • When vested interests _ . within the community try to 

dominate this (communication) process, redical forces are released, f" 
(I· 



'\'lhich somtimcs gather enough strength to liquidate those 

interests and the process in reactivated. 31 

Helvin L.De:E'leur and Sa11dra Ball Rokeach enunciated that 

the actio~ media message reception of the people has been effectively 

instrumental in charging individual needs, psychological and 

social characteristics. And in some cases they flow back to alter 

the nature of social itself ." 32 

Mass Hedia, have become an agent of mobilising the human 

resources requiring great deal of national development. It 

especially encourage the attitudes, customs and knowledge vmich 

v.1ill be favourable to the development. 1-'.ccording to \Ulber Schramm, 

the task, creating ffi1d encouraging attitudes mobilising human 

resources and providing adequate information is being increasingly 

entrusted to mass media. For unless there is enou9h information 

designed to encourage productive attitudes, social patterns and 
33 

customs, the development process is bound to suffer and be blocked". 

Particular mode of communication can influence and also be 

influenced by the structure of society. The existing behaviour 

pattern, value system, belief and custom are all important ingredients 

of communication system and they all need careful study for the 

communication to be effective. Co~unication affects the value, 

attitude and beliefs and in turn being affected by it".34 ~d it 
is always structured by and function in relation to a social nexus, 

so it is viffived as one of the factors bearing on individual and 

social behaviours. 35 

John J(.Davies discussed that mass media could play the 

role of modi£ioation of behaviour. In his words, "it has a power-
it~. .. ·. ~ 

ful influence on the topics people discusSLboth .. formal ana informal 

gatherings. It influences \\.rhat people talk about and raises their 



consciousness of issues. It is most effective ~.;here changes 

of opinion have no social consequences where the receipient 

has little knowledge and no firm opinion of the facts" ••••• 

"There is. widespread evidence from communications research 

that the persuative povrer of the media and its ability to 
\ .. 

directly influence its audience is very limited. Behaviour 

change depends on the extent to which the media is supported 

and facilitated by th~ social and physical environment. Social 

reinforcement is crucial. The audience should. be seen as playing 

an interactive role with the media." 36 

HO\vever, for positive and better effect of mass media 

in moulding the social and physical behaviour of the people in 

desired direction possible only when the message to be communicated 

i~ accepted by specific culture. According to Foster "if commu-

nication is to advocate behaviour change, it had better advocated 

one that is feasible in the culture. Innovation are found to 

h '· b h . 11 d d h . . 1137 ave gone wrong ecause t ey were ~ a apte to t e s~tuat~ons. 
. 38 . 

On the other hand, Merton theorises that communication 

media help in transforming the custom,· practices and social 

relationships. But, the functions of transformation are of two 

types namely manifest (intended by participants) and latent (not 

L/ intended by participants) functions. Thus, ho\vever, the role of 

mass media .communication is accepted in changing the socio-cultural 

structure of society,- may be completeaty or partially • 

"Social change is a multidimensional concept. The concept 

·is against the strang:le hold of status quo. However, in social 

systems which have regional disparities~ cultural diversities; 

imbalance as beb·reen the u.tban elite and a vast majority of 

people who live in rural areas with overall~ low literacy 
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percentage aften w1 thout one COimlOn language for the entire 

people;~ is a complex task. In such situations the role of 

•ass media is also both important and challenging. Bu.t then, 

in these prevailing conditions~' the electronic media alone 

can accept the challenge. 39 Modem Mass Madia's role in 

disseminating message and information may easily be evaluated 

but only after the development of printing press. The American 

war of independence;' the industrial revolution and the •arious 

liberation struggles including independence of India depended 

to a large extent on print media-the leaflets;" the hand bills 

and the underground press. Power of the printed words grew 

in its potential to change the heart3 and minds of suppressed 

multitudes. The radio entered the arena as a new and powerful 
40 

tool of social change. 

In India;· after independence~' radio played a significant 

role in· bringing about social and educational awakening, in 

spreading awareness in the fields like agricultural development 

family welfare, eradication of conmunicable diseases etc. 

Electronic media of communication like television reinforced the 

efforts of other media in propagating and disseminating the 

message and infonnation of roostly of governmental and non

govemmental agencies to the people. 

1.24 Television as mass medium: 

It is universally agreed that being an m.idio video 

medium television is more effective than any other medium to 

give impact on audiences. However;" radio has larqer uetwork 

and more accesibility than TV but it could not cross the language 
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barrier which television did. Innovation of this electronic 

media~'; television facilitated its larqe audience to watch 

the event happened at any place in the world. In the word of 

Mcluhan 41 "with television the ~rld has become a global village 

where any event happeninCJ any where can be witnessed by every 

one in this earth at the same time simultaneously." Today;· 

audience of TV are more than any other llk>dem mass media even 

cinema. Serlals,documentaries," chitrahar,· News~" films etc. are 

the programrres which are viewed by mostly/ audience of middle 

and lower middle socio-economic statuses. 

Television can play a si8Jlificant role in developing 

countries like India;' as Agashe 42 has observed, both in the 

development of socially-useful and adequate human attitudes 

to various issues and in the presentation of previous culture 

of India. 
43 . 

P.C.Joshi viewed television as "the product of the 

most advanced stages of modem con1t1Wlication revolution. 

It has perhaps a much greater influence on the perceptions;! 

emtions ;· and outtoc)k of the people than any other media. 

It. has the effect of eroding old values and attitudes in favour 

of new ones•. 

Thus; it may be concluded that television has become 

today's most effective and powerful medium of c:ORll1Wlication ,~;;;~ ~ 

Contrary to some western conmunication experu> and sociolog:Lsts ,· 

who are suspicious ..of the effect of ma.Ss media expedially 

television on people/ their counter parte in India unanimously 

agree that television can bring social change if the programmes 



of television are planned inqentously J,e. according to need of 

the people and their culture. 

1.3 Growth ·of ·Television' 

1·31 !!j.storv of Developmant of TeleVision 

Television as mass medium is a recent development in 

communication technology. While describing its growth and 

development in India it is worth while to examine the situation 

in the world caUsing its development. The first public televisi6n 

service was established by the British Broad-casting Corporation 

in 1936· In 1954: the Independent Television Authority was 

setup by an act of British PaJ;liament. This authorlty;y which 

ended the monopoly of BBC, owns its means of transmission 

but has contract for proVision of prograntues wJ. th a nuni>er of 

companies. While the BBC draws 1 ts revenue from licence fees;

the Independent Televisi6n authority is maintained through 

payments by companies with which it has programme contracts. 

The companies earned their revenue by selling advertising 

" time. 

When a transl,ldtters was offered ~or sale tQ the Government 

of India by Phillips (India) at a reduced price after they 

demOnstrated its use at an exhibition in Hew Delhi~"' it was 

decided to use it for an experimental service partly to train 

personnel~" and partly to discover what rrv could achieve in 

courmm:L ty development and formal education. UNESCO made grant 

of $20;~00 for this purpose and us government helped l?Y providing 

s~ equipment.
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Television services was introduced w1 th range of 40 lcm. 

as a pilot centre at Delhi on 15th Septeaber 1959. A pilot 

project was proposed to be set up to study the use of television 

as •ans of education;': rural upllftment and COIIIIUD1ty development. 

In the beginning enphasis was on education. Progrannes were 

telecast two t.iult;:t; in a week only for 20 minutes. The project 

was decribed as an experiment for assessing the value of different 

types of educational television programmes for ga,up viewing 

in rural and urban countries in such a way that the results 

of such an assessment may be useful not only for India~' but 

also for other Asian countries. These p.z:oduction ·of series 

of educative programmes include such subjects as would improve 

uJ:ban and rural conditions;· adult and health education. 

Programmes were telecast two times in a week only for 

20 minutes for teleclabs which were organised for viewing the 

progranmes and discussing their contents. UNESCO provided the 

fund for 'N sets for teleclubs and -llponsored a. study in 1961 
46 

which indicated that tel"club prograrrrnes had made sone impact"• 

The subjects in the test programmes were traffic, road sense~<i 

ianguages';t health of coJmUn.tty ,:· adulteration':' encroachment of 
47 

public property," good manners and town plenning. 

According to the Report of the Ministry of information 

and Broadcasting for the year 1960-61 the Indian Adult Education 

AssoCiation and National Fundamental Education Centre d. Education 

Minlstry were entrusted the 1110rk of evaluation of these prograaDeS • 

But accordirJ.g to Awasthy;,;"no report~' however;' has as yet been 

published". A agreement for four years was made with the Ford 

Foundation of United States for lmmching a regular television 



programme for school.a in Delhi. 48 

In 1963 Paul Neurath conducted a study of the irrpact 

of Delhi 1 s school TV broadcasts and made several recomnendations 

based on· his findings. This study was financed by Ford Foundation 

schools with 'N set were supposed to send their reactions but 

only one percent of the schools w.l. th 'IN sets d.li so. A study 

conducted by NCERr in 1980 of School TV broadcasts in Delhi 

showed that at any g1 ven time only 38% of the schools were 
. _ .... ., 49 

wat\oau.ng TV programmes. 

Regtilar television broadcasting service started in Delhi 

in 1965 · ·and entertainment was mingled with the pr()9ramme of 

social education. Duration of daily service was increased to 

three hours including the two weekly programmes of equal duration 

entitled "Krishi Darshan" for farmers in 1970 in about eighty 

villages in which ·farm tele club was orqm ised. With the result 

of the programmes.~ farmers acqU.ainted wl.th improved practices 

tn agriculture. on 2nd October 1972, · Bombay was brought into 

TV map and relay station w..as opened at Pune. Television centres 
> 

established in Srinagar and Amritsar in 1973 and Calcutta; 

Madras and luclcnow were included in the list of 'N centres 

in 1975.
50 

on 1st April 1976;· Doordarshan was established under 

a separate Directorate in the Ministry of Information and 

Broadcasting • 

1·32 Programme ·Content 

Concerning programne content~' a seminar was organised 

by AIR in 1973~' the software objectiv~ of Indian TV we.z:e clearly 
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defined. The seminar recommended that (a) Ty; nust be utilised 

in the developmental process as an instrument of social change 

and national cohesion (b) it should cater both to in-school and 

out of-school education'i (c) TV should disseminate information 

on Jfl)ecific aspects of science and technology;" agricultu.re~· 

health;~ Family Planning etc. with assistance from supporting 

units 1n the departments concerned. Special emphasis has been 

laid on using cultural pn>gramnes to foster national pride and 

national integration. Folk culture encompassing all its facets 

lilce music, dance,' painting, craft, folklore;" have also been 

adequ~ represented in the pc-ogrammes specially in those 

serving the rural ateas. lim TV programming all over world, 

Indian TV also included feature fil.aS and films documentries 

in its programmes. Thus major section of programmes produced 

and telecast were (a) primary education (b) krishi darshan or 

programme for farm telecast (c) programme for children, (e) yout;h 

programme'~" (f) drama:" (g) music and dance and (h) News and 
. 51 

current affairs. 

1.33 Planning of expansion-of television services 

On 18th November 1969; the Indian Deparbnent of Atomic 

Energy signed a meroorandum of under standing with America • s 

National Alaronautics and space Administration (RASA) to cOoperate 

in a joint vent111:te in a instructional television experiment ' 

using the application Technology Setelllte ATS-6. This agreement 

was known as the Indo-Us ITV satellite experiment project". 

Programme management team:;were set up in both couhtrles to 



coordinate the preparation for the programme which had been ~arned, 

by this time; as Satellite Instructional Television Experiment 

(Srl'E). India accelerated SITE - related activities from 1973 

and NASA launched ATS - 6 into space on 30 May 1974. The actual 

experiment (srrE) COIIItlSnoed on 1 August 1975 for a period of 
. 52 

one year. 

The experiment (Srl'E) conducted in 2;'400 villages of 

six states viz. Andhra- Pradesh;·· Bihar;~ Karnataka;• Madhya Pradeshi 

Orissa and Raj as than. Apart from these in lCheda. district; Guj arat 

104 conventional television sets have :tnstalled in 335 villages. 

The basic Objective while planning production of programme for 

SITE were to ensure that TV was utilised for social change and 

national cohesion. Prograrrmes focussed specially on primary 

education agricultural information~·; Animal husbandry, Health~, 

Hygience_/ Parrd.ly planning nutrition etc. sr.rE researcher supplied 

regularly that feed back after each prograftme to evaluate its 

aeeeptance;· popularity and social impact. 53 

F~lowing the success of the SITE 1975-76 Government 

approved a proposal for nult!purpose Indian satellite (INSAT). 

One of the objectives of the DtSAT system was to provide nat.:!.on 

wide direct 'rl broadcasting 'the rural corrmmication .f.n the field 

of education;' social awareness,' health and family welfare. 

After INSAT - 1A had to be abondoned for having developed 

some teChnical ·snag_ in 1982;' INSAT - 1B was made fully operational 

by October 1983. Besides television it is being utilised for 

radio';'' teleconmunication;· meterologleal forecasts etc;. In case 



of television,- INSAT - lB is used to carry television to 

rural and tribal areas in the rem:>te parts of India. Under 

this project~-~ three districts each in six states (Andhra Pradesh 

Orissa, Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh,; Bihar and Gujarat) have 

been selected to provide at government cost; communi ty--riewing 
. ~- . 

faci 11 ties". These programmes are 'instructional'' 1n nature. 

These can broadly be divided into two categories (1) Area-specific 

items:· and (2) educational for age groups of 5 to 8 and 9 to 11 

amon~ the primary school going children. The area - specific 

programmes have a thrust on agriculture," animal husbandry,· 

health and hygiene, family welfare~· adult education social 

awareness~~ national integration, weather forecasts, topical 
55 

hints for farmers etc. 

During its silver Jubilee year (1984) Doordarshan 

carried. out an expansion of its 45 transmitters in the network 

covering 28 percent of population in the beginning of the year 

to 172 transmitters in the net-work/ providing TV service to 

52 percent of the population presently. This was the result 

of GovemmEnt's special plan for TV expantion at an outlay 

of Rs.6a crore;" in July 1983. The plan envisaged establishment 

of high power transmitters and low power .transmitters in various 

parts of the country~ so as to raise the total number of trans

mitters in the network to 180 by the end of the Sixth plan. 

Xn the same year (1984) multi channel TV services in the 

country was also started. On septenber 17, 1984, the then 

Prime Minister Smt (Late) Indira Gandhi inaugurated the second 

TV Channel of Doordarshan ·Kendra,· Delhi ~'l which provide to viewers 

of Delhi two hours service- in every evening. 
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Seventh Plan is also looking further to develop TV service 

net work. The basic thrust of Doordarshan•s seventh Plan 

proposals is to provide a three tier TV service comprising 

(1) primary service in e~ch major state to be available through

out the state in the language of the state {ii) national service 

to be available throughout the country based on programmes 

produced at Delhi as w.ell as programmes of national relevance 

orginating from other centres and (iii) local service for a 

limited duration from the primary service transmitters with provi

sion for separate channels at the metropolitan centre. 

The Seventh Plan proposals, interalia, also envisage wider 

availability of facilities for local programme production in each 

state/Union terri tory as well as more intensive TV coverage of 

the broader areas. 56 



x.4 Health and Television 

Relevance of health with television in India can be traced 

back to SITE when extension programmes on health were evaluated 

most popular and people watched the health programmes with keen 

interest. Television as a potent tool of mass media to influence 

the beliefs, values and customs of a society, is however, recognised 

by many_sociologists and media experts. Health promotion is a 

major component of the effort of socio-economic develop~ent of the 

community. 

1.41 Ooncept of Health 

Meaning and concept of health may vary according to culture 

and, moreover, degree of industrial development of communication. 

Perception of a community is, however, shaped by its socio-cultural 

determinants i.e. traditions, taboos, beliefs, norms etc. and econo

mic condition. Hence meaning of health and health problem is more 

social than individual in nature. "' WHO defines health as a state of 

complete physical mental and social well being and nor merely an 
57 absence of disease or infirmity". Recently, Qadeer eloquently 

described her approach towards health and health problem while 

criticising the definition of health given by WHO as follows: 

This definition tends to focus on the ideal rather than 

actual, since it assumes the notion of an absolute, i.e. the comple~ 

well eeing of an individual rather than examine the relationship of 

the individual with his social environment. It also ignores the 

fact that health or well being bas a range and cannot be an absolute 

quantity {or quality!) Health is reality, then, is a social concept 



evolved and determined by the perception of a group or 

community and therefore, differs from community to community •••• 

In other words, health of individual and groups is largely deter

mined by the socio-economic political and technological forcer 

Health and well being, therefore, can not be static concept~. 

Concept of health, therefore, apart from specifying the physical 

and mental status of individuals, should have an inbuilt social 

dimension reflecting the exploitation of one class by the other, 

the struggle of exploited against this exploitation, and their 

conscious, collective effort to rebuild society. 

Therefore, concept of health and health is not limited 

to a restricted meaning but it should only be visualised in 

broader perspective i.e. socio-economic perspective. Hence, 

effort towards health promotion should be preventive and community 

oriented not the curative and individualistic one. 

k~42 Health Culture and mass media communication: 

Concept of health culture was firstly used, in India, 

by Banerji58 who wrote "to cover an equally wide range of consi

deration, which intimately interact with one another to form a 

s~b-cultural complex. Cultural perception of health problems, 

their cultural meaning and the cultural response to these 

problems, both in terms of formation of various institutions to 

deal with various health problems and actual (health) behaviour 

of individuals or groups-, form this sub cultural complex.- Because 

of its cultural connotation, health culture is subjected to c hange 

as a result of cultural innovation, cultural diffusions and 
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purposive intervention from outside to bring about a desired 

change in health culture". He further writes that "health 

problems form a key factor in the shaping of the health culture 

of a population.· 

Banerji (1985) has analysed how health culture bad 

developed in India historically. He has described elaborately 

the condition and situation regarding health from very ancient 

period (Indus vally period) to modern one. According to him, 

''In ancient and medieval India, there was an established system 

of public health facilities and indigenous medicine consequently 

which formed the specific health culture. After decline of Mug~al 

Empire, Sri tish conqueretl · India and disturbed the ecoJ;ogical 

balance by upsetting political, social and economic conditions 

in Indian society. As a part of colonial exploitation Indian 

were deprived their health practices and they were denied the 

benefits of Western medical science":., Thus, due to adverse 

environmental conditions created by colonial exploitation, 

health proolems were increased, access to Western medicine 

was denied and conse q..~ently condition of masses was more vulnerable 

to exploitation. Lastly, he concludes that "health services thus 

became yet another powerful weapon for the perpetuation of coloni~ 

rule". 59 In this way, the health culture of India had to face 

many ups and down but still today, Indian people mostly have 

specific assumptions for health which are certainly influenced 

by traditional health culture. 

Later, sahu (1980) 60 has in his study ~Health Culture 

of Oraons of Rourkela and its Hinterland"., writes, "The cone ept 



of health culture as a dyuamic e11ti ty, which is influenced by 

numoer of factors, was used to explore how the health culture 

of a tribe undergoes change with changes related to the, concerned 

factors". He further adds that the culture of a community also 

directly influences its health culture because certain culture! 

practices such as child rearing, food and drinking habits, pregnency 

and c9ild birth practices are directly related to the generation 

of some community health problems. 

Therefore, the package of information and message by 

mass media communication should be in coherence with the culture 

of the community where it is given.Schramm61 pointed out that if -, 

any innovation is suggested "it has to be explained in terms 

that are acceptable to the culture where change is expected to 

occure. Otherwise it becomes ineffective and counter pr,oductive". 

one must have sufficient'y knowledge about the audience and the 

culture for whom the message is meant for. According to Rogers 

and Shoemaker62 the communication media programme must ,be orga

nised with the help of people who have thorough understanding of 

local culture with whom they are constantly in interaction. 

Thus, health cu1 ture of Indian community is prerequisi 1e 

to formulate the health programmes to make it more effective and 

meaningful and mor,eover, to meet the felt needs of the ~masses. 

1.-43 National .Health Poli.C.l 

The Ministry of Hea.l.th and Family Welfare has evolved 

a National Health Policy63 keeping in view the nationall commit

ment to attain the goal of Health for All by the year 2000. 

The policy lays stress on the preventive, promotive', pUlblic 



health and rehabilitative aspects of health care and 

points to the need of establishing comprehensive, primary 

health care services to reach the population in the remotest 

areas of the country, the need to view health and human 

development as a vi tal. component of over alli, integrated 

socio-economic development, decentralised system of health 

care delivery with maximum community and individual self 

reliance and participation. The policy also lays stress on 

ensuring adequate nutrition, safe drinking water supply and 

improved sanitation for all segments of the population. 

Emphasis is also placed on health education. 

Thus', to attain the goal of Health for All by the 

year 2000 AD motivation and encouragement by providing 

information and message to promote health awareness, is indis

pensable. As Seventh Five Year Plan envisages, effort is to 

be made "for the active use of different types of media to 

create awareness among the people and to motivate them to utilise 

health services and to adopt healthful practices" ~, 64 Therefore, 

for this purpose, mass media especially television t<:; may V\Ork a; 

powerful instrument to disseminate the message regarding health 

promotion and to enhance health awareness in the community 

to let them become self reliance with participation in community 

development and touch the ideal target of National Health 

Policy- Health for all by the year 2000 AD. 

1.44 Health Education and Television 

1Heal th for all 1 strategy of WHO and member nations 

means a basic change in health policy and in approaches to 
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positive health care. This change can be achieved with 

full knowledge and consent of all the people. In 1978 the 

need for effective communication was emphasized at the Alma -

Ata Conference on Primary Health Care. Health for All can only 

be achieved if public opinion understands its purpose and key 

issues. For attaining optimum result of health promotion 

endeavour, there should be effective health education programme 

by inter personal and impersonal communication. Mass media 

communication is impersonal communication system and therefore 

the message and information to be thrust upon the masses 
# 

should be wisely appraised. As Schramm65 , Rogers and Shoemaker66 

and Foster67 theorise, communicators and health educators should 

be ac ~ainted, with the local culture while pouring the fluid 

of information and knowledge to motivate health and family 

welfare promotion programme. In this regard, an instance 

given by Foster may be illustrated. An American colour film 

about transmission of typhus by lice was shown to the Indian 

workers and their families to get themselves rid of: plague 

by lice~ A week after demonstration, audience were asked 

questions how effective the health education project had been. 

It was found that they did not get message. They said they have 

never seen lice in fly model on the pacific island and they 

had never seen sick people like those shown in film so they 

didn•t see any connection with that giant lice and people of 

white colour and therefore they speculated this was the disease 

that afflicted other kinds of people. 
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Health Communication is yet, one way process this 

should be developed as two way process by allowing the masses 

to come up and to take the responsibility of communication 

among each other by mass media. Therefore, health educators 

and communicator's effort should be firstly, to teach the 

community leaders as they could teach the remained population 

by themselves. As Banerji68 fairly remarked, QHealth education 

and mass communication become two way process : far from merely 

seeking cooperation of communities in carrying out plans already 

made the new approach to health education aims at encouraging 

people to be actively involved in the planning and maintenance 

of their health and that of their communi ties". Television 

may be strongest weapon of mass media to penetrate the mass by 

its package of message and information prepared and planned by 

careful communicators, health educators and also the peopae 

from community to be provided information. 

I.astly, goal of mass media communication is to be 

twisted towards developmental sect~rs. In this regard, .seventh 

plan has made the· provision which is laid down as follows: 

"The modern media of communication would be used 

extensively for the education of the masses and for promoting 

' programmes of health, family planning education and culture". 69 

ll.·45 Health Prosr~mes. on ,Television 

About all the main TV centres produce and telecast the 

health programmes once or twice in a week. These programmes are 

of 20 to 30 minutes• duration. The programmes formats include 

interviews with medical experts, discussions, on the spot inter-



views, TV reports, music, plays, poetry, question and answers, 

reply to viewers• letters etc. The main thrust of the programme 

is (i} primary prevention and secondary prevention (ii} Nutrition 

and Immunization. Delhi Doordarshan Kendra is producing and· 

telecasting four regular health programmes viz. (1} Jaan Hai 

Jahan hai (ii} Gharelu Nuskhe (iii} Aap Ka pariwar {iv} Yoga 

Aur Swasthya. •Jaan hai Jahan hai• is telecast twice in a week 

i·•e. At>nday and Saturday arfd all other three programmes are 

telecast once in a week at definite day and time. i.e.Gharelu 

Nuskhe on Thursday at between 6 to 6.30 p.m. •Aap ka parivar• 

on Friday at the same time, 'Yoga Aur Swasthya I at 9.45 a.m• on 

Sunday •Jaan hai Jahan hai I is telecast on M:>nday at between 

6.00 p.m. to 6.30 p.m. but on Saturday at 7.55 p.m. {recently 

fixed} Telecast time may have little variation according to 

the administrative requirement of the TV centre. 

•Jaan hai Jahan hai• programme is informative and 

educative regarding diseases, their symptoms prevention and 

cure·, etc. 'Gharelu Naskhe' is based on Ayurvedic and domestic 

treatment, structured in interview form in which a physician 

of Ayurveda is interviewed by a comp@re.- •Aap ka pariwar• is 

based on Health and Family Welfare message directly or indirect~. 

'Yoga aur Swasthya •, is the popular programme presented by an 

expert on Yoga practices and two demonstrators. 
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I 
Communication as a latest technique of modern development 

I . 
not been studied in a proper perspective, taJd.ng care of the 

I 
has 

key variables in a wel~l designed research in the different 
I 

fields situation. Con~idering this fact, before reviewing 

I the impact of communic~tion on health, which is one of the 
I 

component of overall development of the society at. large, it 
I 

has been logical for .. us to review the impact of communication 
I 

on the other sector of !development like agriculture, social 
I 

problem and rural development • It is true that lot of scholars 
! 

have attempted to develbp body of knowledge on the impact of 
I 

communication in variouS fields but less attention has been given 
I 

, COl1'1I'Il't.Vli 9 ati Q.O 
to health because •J-';~£-~: --i:c. :family planning (welfare) programme 

I 
I 

got the maximum attention and national as well as inter national 
I 

l ' 
importance to make the l?.rpgramme a success. As a result of 

~ : 
this~ social scientists _)and the other scholars could not give 

. I 
much thought to study-ing the role of television as an advanced 

I 

tool of mass media on he
1
Uth. There are only few studies on 
I 

. I 
the impact of impersonal: communication especially television 

I ~ 

in India. Although outside the country, sociologists conducted 
I 

I 
i 

many studies on role and~ impact of cormnunication media but most 
I 

of them were limited to specific culture and region. Scholar 
l 

like s~amm tried to dewlap impact study of televis;l.on but 
~- I ·~ 

mostly: restricted only to American viewers. However: he entered 

into every aspect of the television and its effects and theorises 

the relation between television and socio-political development 
. I 

-"I ·-

i .. e. change in attitudes~'·, social patterns and customs, the voting 
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beh uviour etc. of the audi cncc. 

Halvin L Defleur (1070) 1 in his article "Hnss Communication 
i 

and Social Change" ha~ described that process of cultural diffusion 

and adoption of innov~ation fostered Hi th the groHth of mass media. 

He has taken into account a'l:lout all im'0ortunt mass r:lediu li!~e 

ne\-;spnpers, motion pibture.s, radio, telcvi.:;ion (!~"This stuc1.y ·v:as 

based on grmvth and development of ArnericaD society. He v1rites, 

television v:as a ne·vi ~tern I·Jhich fitted remar"Kal>ly well \·l.i thin 

th~ porsonality, social ancJ. 
I 

cultural systems of the society to ':ihich 

it was presented. Fihally, no political or economic uph2av<:ll 

prevented its .. .. \ . . ' . '' I tl '"'h I -1- f ra0~a acquJ.Slt:~cn • n one o 1cr csscy 1. e rnnac~ o 

Television on 

·- . I 
the Aud_ience for National Ne\vSpapers, 1945-68, "James 

2 1 

curran ne-;ated the e,arlier theory that circulation of ne,-;spapers 
I 
I 
I 

is redu9ed after advent to television. He critically concluded that 

11 the notion that tel~vision vie\ving has displaced the press 
I 

merely derives from a deep rooted sta'ci.stical fallacy about the 

significaDce of ne~r;rspaper circulation statistics • • ••••• In fact, 
I 
I 

gross ne\·!spaper consumption in the United Kingdom has risen very 

substantially during 1the age of television. 
I 

In "Threat or Promise 11 Colin cherr,t3 opined the immense 

notentialities of the electronic e::>mlosion and ,,;hat \·mnc"lcrs the .. I ~ . 
TV Screen ca.J. do to ~nrich the quality of life of modern man. 

4 
According to \•iiP.nick) mass medium can act as vehicle for 

1 
dissemination of ideas about a particular kind of deviant beha\viour. 

I 

Television ·v.r<J.tclling \·:as experienced as the best challen()ing 

activity and involving the least amount of skill 11 according to 
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I 
Michaly Csikszentmihali and Robert Kubey5 They have also came 

! 
to conclusion that among the leisure time activities, TV 

I 

matching have been observed to be most relaxing. 
I 

James Lull6 thihks that audience use of mass media (TV) 
I 

can be categorised into four components (1) diversion -·the use 
1 

of TV and other medi ~ for escaping routine problem of emotional . 
' release (2) personal,relationship, social utility comparison 

ship (3) personal ide,nti£y personal reference reality,' •exploration, 

value reinforcement (4) Surveillance social use of TV in the 

home are of tt-ro main primary types - structural and rel-ational'," 
I 

the structural portion mediating as a behavioral regulator -

television punctuates :,time and family activity. Television 

audience use TV to create practical social arrangements in four 

major divisions of behaviour typology. The four relational 
i 

functions are corrmunic
1
ation,· facilitation affiliation/avoidence/ 

social learning,' competence/dominance. 
I 

Lionberger ( 1958) 7 viewed TV as an effective instrument 
I 

to change the former's!attitude for purchasing of farm supplies. 
I 

According to Dale (1963)
8 

television's 10 minutes programme on 
I 

agricultural practice i:s more effective than putting an extension 
' 

man for a week. Hach (1967) 9 reported that television is very 

useful for service traihing of staff menibers in agricultural 

unit. 

Denis Mc-:Ouail (1970 )10 conducted a study in Britain 

examining the "Audience , for Television Plays • and found that 

social class and educati'on play relatively better part in 
' . 

deterrrdning response to Tv plays. Difference of socio-economi.c 
I 
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background were seen to be almost unrelated to differences of 

behaviour in the use of television. 

Dennis HoWitt ( 1982 >11 did effort to encompas the social .. --. ~ 

problems and relate them with mass media. Basically,· his 

socio-psychological analysis consists five parts and fOurteen 

chapters including one for Health, illhealth and the mass media. 

He had critically examined both positive and negative aspects 

of media inrespect of ~ilence, sex ,race, crime; education, . 
health and welfare. He focussed attention on two possible ..---
aspects of media affects the health and the mass media promote 

health. He concludes "several ways have been presented by 

which the media may be a help or hindrance to promoting health. -·--.. ---~-~--~·,-·~·--·-------~ ..... ----k-.~~~---... 
Little emerged that was indicative of an enoymous role for 

the mass media. One can speculate about a mass communication 

system which promotes illhealth more actively and effectively 

than at present1 one can equally see a mass cormnunicat:Lon 

system which meticulously teaches good health practices: 

enhances patient-doctor comnunications aids in preventive 

medicine~' and 'Which recruits those needing medical help readily. 

There is little doubt that a mass media system designed around 

the needs. of medicine and health could do ·some good. Hot>rever, 

some attempts to utilize the mass media to promote :Qublic 
' ,.,.____,__ ... ...- ---------·--------~-'--··--"'.------...·- --~---

hea1th have been ineffective on a cost benefit basis. The 
-·-------·-·---·-------~··~ -----------

temptation to look to mass media to solve problems which affect 

the mass of the people may be overwhelming but careful eve:1luation 

and costing is needed". 



Communication research in the field of sociology ano social 

anthropology and health is new in India and therefore, studies 

on communication impact are very scarce. To some extent, reason 

behind the paucity of the communication study may be assumed as 

due to the late modernisation in communication like radio~· 

television etc. 

Damle 1 s 12 article (1956-57) in the public opinion ~uarterly 

under the title "Communication of modern Ideas:· knowledge in 

Indian villages, can be regarded as the first major work in the 

field. of sociology of corrrnunication in India. In his research 

DGmle studies the diffusion of modern ideas and knowledtge in 

seven villages near Pune, Maharastra. The villages sel.ected 

for the study difeo::::eC; not only in distance from Pune but also 

in relative amenability to communication of ideas and knowledge. 

It was equally affected by the social structure of the community 

which deterrrJ.ned the qualitative and quantitative context of the 

comrrtUnications. Information relevant to the needs and interests 

of the people is more widespread than awareness of less £unctional 

matters. 

Y .v. Lakshamana Rae {1966)13 in his book based on the study 

of two villages of Andhra Pradesh, concluded that the development 

of communication and the resulting fl0\-1 of information is followed 

by or goes hand in hand with~' development in other areas;· 

information of certain kinds~ one released,: a\.,rakens appetite 

for ne\.,r things or for nevr ways of doing things. He theorlses 

that communication helps people find net-r norms and ach.ii.eve a 
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balance during a period of rapid change. 
14 

A study was conducted by B.N.Berlhaker (1970) to 

evaluate the influence of communication in the rural popula-

tion with special reference to media and nevrs papers. According 

to his findings,· radio and ne\-ISpapers follo\11ed by cinema were 

adopted as main media of communication by the younger generation. 

Mass media change the social institutions ___ and __ s_ocial relations ------------------------------------- . ~. ... . . . -------.. ------
and adoption of improved agricultural methods and health 

--.--·~-·· .... ---~--··~-·~d--· ...... -·-·..-..----~-..._,.. _____ .,,.. __ ____ 

practices in village. 

Pradepto Roy et al (1969) 15 studied the three types of 

specific comnunication treatment: radio forums, literacy cum 

reading forums and animation leadership training. Radio forums 

were found to be superior in the adaptation of agricultural 

and health programmes for forum participants and non-participants. 

Literacy classes did better in bringing about increased agricul

tural knowledge for forum participants and increased health 

knowledge for non participants. Participants were involved 

in forum sessions a~d in two way communication whereas non-

participants were passive and were engaged in one way communi-

cation. Impact of communication on family planning was studied 

by many social scientists.T. Pofenberger (1961) 16 in coll~ora-
tion with other colleagues conducted a survey to examine 

motivational determinants for high and low fertility attitudes. 

The authors examined husband-'\lrlfe comrrru.nication and its impact 

on adoption of fertility control method. The study ... las carried 

out in a villages of south Gujarat revealed that due to the 



traditional social set up effective husband-wife comm~~ication 

in general '-las difficult. It was even more difficult in the 

case of F.P. communication• It was found that in the tradition~! 

joint family the young wife could talk to her husband only about 

what was necessary for conducting the daily activities • The 

people felt guilty in or ashamed of violating the expected 

behaviour pattern. The outhers believed that the gradual 

weakening of the joint family might result in closer husband

wife relationship and improve communication between them which 

would promote more effective fertility control. 

Although, many studie~ have been conaucted in India to 

evaluate the impact of television on development, but for the 

first time# study in holistic nature was performed during SITE 

period. 
17 

Bhatia and Chauhan (1977) while studying 'SITE utilization • 

evaluated the comperative effectiveness of different media 

as follows: 

(i ) Television • s effect and penetration on former population 

was greater than any media or ullage level worker. 

(ii) Radio was used for entertainment more than that of 

television. 

(iii) Health and sanitation programmes vHlS more popular tha<'1 \ 

family planning progr~~es. / 

(i v) More percentage of forums become encouraged for first 

trial sta.ge than any other medium. 

(v) Village leyel wor'Jr...er was more important at trial 

stage to discuss before trying than their o-wn family merrher.s 

and progressive fo.tl!ii.TIS.rs .. 
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'l'hey indi.cated that the conduct of utilization acti vi t.y 

like gr'Oup discussion, field demonstrations etc. Here contri-

buting for: the gain in knowledge of a farmer. It was fou.11d 

tha.t the small farmers has gained the meximum, big farmer 

caine next: whereas the medium farmer's gain in knowledge was 

the least. Por utilization study villages v1ere grouped into 

tvro categories viz .. e}-.-per·irnental and control groups and letter 

one registered more gain than former. The knowledge of 

agr-icultur-al practices in each tested area increased more in 

utilization villages as compared to'TV only villages~ 

Thus~' it was evaluated by the study that the process 

of kno..-Jledge boosting could be positively stirrrulated by 

conduct of utilization activities viz. group discussion, 

field demonstration etc. 

Agricultural prograrnrnes on TV and radio were evaluat,ed 

by· P .. K .. Dey (1968) 18 while studying relative effectiveness 

of Radi.o ·and Television in Three village teleclubs and three 

village ru.ral forums. This study found tha.t television :ts 

superior medium in respect of gain and retention of knov;ledge 

and developing favourable attitude tm,•ards the recommended 

practices than that of radio. 

In another similar study Chahi 1 ( 1969) 19 found television 

more effective than both radio and p&"J1?hlets in informing 

the f9rrners. He conducted his study in three villages of 

Shahdara Block (Delhi) and selected fanners vvere e>::posed to 

all th:t7ee media for similar specific cultivation inforrna"t.iono 

It '~las revealed that qain ana retention of knm·iledae throuGh 
- oJ -· 

telE!vision \"ias more th2...,'"1 other t-v.ro media-radio and Pam::?hlets., 



programroes on 
20 

tel,?.vi;~i.on telecast v:tun conduct.ed by NCERT Eight progra·.n<nes 

of Kr1.sh:L Da.t:-shan ""-ere sel.~c1;,~J. to measure the gain in l<nm . .;ledge 

of· the viewers who "'atche.d these programmes. Two groups of 

respondents in eqD.al nurribers were chosen from experimental 

(TV viJE!vJers) at."1.d control (non-TV viewers) areas. It was 

rc;y,s; c.•. led tb.a·t the experimental group gained more knovded9e 

about t:he recomrnended practices of cultivation than the control 

grou:p .. 

1"1i.shra. ( 1967) 
21 Jrf~asured farrtt'-~rs' knov.rledge about 

particular practices. The study was conduct,ed before and 

aft.er the telecast of fi ·..re sele-.!cted agricultural progra!"ilF!GS 

telecas·t during Harch 1967... The initial level of the knO\-:le:dge 

of the fa..rrners about the par'.::.icular pract:..i.ces -v:ere measU.r:';;d 

before the actual telecast.. Fifty respondents (farne.rs) v:c::.re 

taken at: ral'J.dom from five telec<.tu:b;· villages (t•,ach teler:1ub 

village comprised fifteen respondents).. The sc:me r:"E.~;;pond~nts 

j tw.t, r:fte.r: the telecast, secondly after fifteen days t and. 

finally thirty days after the telecast.,. A signi f].cant gain 

.in Jr,.n.ovJledge was reported as a result of wat.ch.:Lng the telecast:. 

of all t11e five prograrmnes"' Hov?ever, ·~:he extent of knc."'~J.cdge 

acqtlire\d through television programmes varied according the 

content and presentation of programmes i ee. new i terns in content 

caused of more gain in knmdedge ,' but \·?here as di .. fficult c.r1d 

tE)Ci~nical morals lotvered the extent of gain in knm.;ledgE: of 



the respondents" They retained on an average 79.01 and 

67.44 percent of the gained knm-1ledge after fifteen and thirty 

days of teleca.e:;t respectively. 
22 

Arvind K. Sinha {1985) in his book has analysed ·the 

change after viewers watched the SITE programmes in the 

community sets. He has under taken the study i~ a village 

{Ismailpur) in Muzaffarpur district in Bihar and has evaluated 

the process of socio-cultural changes triggered the introduction 

of satellite televisions as a new medium of communication, 

Existing infrastructure of cultural communication and development 

communication has been taken into account while studying the 

television impact on the overall existing communication 

structure 1 .e. communication for education;· development-instruc

tion and integration and upllftment lastly;·' Investigator 

concludes: 

"The-study clearly reflects a positive role that a 
~ 

medium· like television can play in rural development~" the 

process through which a society move to accpire capability 

of enhanaing the c;p.ality of life of the people, primarily 

through the solution of its economic problems O» increa.Sing 

the per capita income". 

He further analysed the television impact on different 

rural classes and the perception of the viewers according 

to their socio-economic status. "For landless labourers,' 

the moving pictures· were like fairytales,- not helping to\',rards 

a better living. They remained high sounding ideas wi.thout any 
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practical conseq.tence. For the small cultivators in the 

village,· most of agricultural practices and innovations 

were capital in~n.t;;Lve;' ment for rich and large cultivation. 

For them it was state of helplessness in which the new knowledge 

could not be used due to lack of required finances and support 

from the developmental studies". But. rich cultivation, viewed 

television as an instrument of instigation of the poor against 

them and its message destroying the existing status qu.o and 

the so called harmony of the village" • 
23 

Prakash M.Shingi and Bella Modi in his study revealed 

the nature of agricultural· information distribution and its 

correl~tion in television villages as against no telewision 

villages. They also studied the nature and extent of distor

tion and loss of information in knowledge of agricultural 

television programmes. For this, they sele9ted three teleclub 

villages of Naj afgarh block o~ Delhi. In pretest sample eo 

farmers were interviewed who ·attended the telecasts of 

Krishi Darshan • Post test sample size was reduced to 48 due 

to certain reasons. Farmers from control sample Were not 

reinterviewed. In control sample there were not TV viewers. 

Analysis indicated the literacy was related to the 
-

level of ignorance about agricultural information of farmers 

in uNo TV villages"whereas cultivation from the Krishl Darshan 

villages uiteracy has lost its importance for information 

ac~sition as TV message was accssible and understandable 

to the illiterate too. Telecast performed much better in 



pr<:>viding knm·:ledge of logic and principles (eg .. hoirl to use 

urea. for the potat.o crop) A.'l:>out half of the televised infonr:a-

ti.on \vas already knmvn by respondents. Half of the viev;e:::-s 

using two televised practices said the progra~s interested 

them. \1hereas more than half of vievrers thought "prograrrrnes 

are boring, those have technical words produced in the direct 

speaking and have non-visual radio-lecture style." 

Fanners background variables eg. education social and , 

econornic position \-tere found to be related to the degree of 

kno-v;ledge absorbtion from the tv-;o programmes. Medium and 

viewing situations (noise seating arrangements) also had 

significant affect on televised information loss and distortion". 

"Television and social development - A study of a city 
24 

of Haryana" by Mehra, Sharma and Nagar (1985) evaluated the 

level of exposure and effect of various television prograrruues 

with suggestions to improve them. One hundred eighty heads 

of the family possessing television sets for more than one 

year \~re randomly selected from selected colonies of Hlssars 

They studied different programmes and its awareness degree 

separately. Evaluation of the prognc:umres on general knoviledge 

depicted that more than half of the vie\-1ers increased their 

knowledge and about half of them vrere at-.rare of social problem 

through the programmes on social problems. ~.nalysis revealed 

that 42.78 perce"1t got knowledge while 21·11 percent felt it 

practically useful. Data revealed that majority of respondents 

(86.11%) ... .rere satisfied \-Ji th neHs prograiT'Ir.les follm-.red by 



Krishi Darshan (57 .. 22%) entertaining programmes (20 .. 56%) and 

Children programmes (20.56%) large proportion of respondents , 
remained neutral tm.;ards vari.ous programmes like youth 

programmes rural development programmes, Mahilaon ke liye 

etc. Because-, they said they could not get time to see all 

these progra~es frequently. 

In conclusion they write, on the whole, analysis 

depicted that television has been exploring on adequate flm.; 

of information to the masses and is making substant:ial 

contribution in the sphere of social, economic, political and 

cultural development of the society. It has also been 

enhancing the cultural, intellectual and educational stru1dards 

of the society. Majority of their devote long time on 

television viet-ri.ng". 

An attempt to study the impact of television on Indian 
25 

families, was done by .''.-j Srr&Andal: Narayanan (1984) This 

study was performed by Bombay Television.viewer9 • Representative 

sample was made enumerating about all the sectors and 

subdivisions of the metropoliton city. She thought it was 

necessary to evaluate the actual impact of television of 

Indian family because it has been acknowledged that television 

is a po-vrerful tool of social change in the hands of 

communicators who want to educate, inform or entertain ''• She 

has drat-m the inference as follows: 

Television has to certain extent affected the li£e 

style of the families and changed certain house hold routines. 

It ,.,as found that there vJas a great chan9e in the respondt;~;1ts 



habits in visiting their friends, going to temples clubs, 

libraries, meeting music concerts, social contact et.c, 

during the trans~ission times. 

t Television, however, has affected the study of 

children. 

It has reduced the boredom very much as respondents ,-

~pent their leisure time in viewing television. 

Respondents admitted that while they were watching, it 

helped them to feel relieved of their tension after 

days's streneous work is over and afforded the viewers 

a brief escape from reality. 

B.s. Bhatia (1980) 26 noted the findings of the SITE 

studies as follows: 

1. The overall knovlledge of agricul turo.l practice:s 

increases significantly more in utilization villages as 

compared to "TV only" villages. 

2. The gain in knowledge due to attending group discussions 

v1as much greater than the gain to knowledge due to increased 

TV using frequency. 

~. The penetration of TV in the farmer population. wit.J'1in 

a short span of one year ""'as greater th~"'l that of Radio 

print media, or village level workers". 

srinivasan•s27 project started in 1974 using teleyision 

for social-education in Bombay. A series of progra."'Ttnes "';as 

produced on slides, film and half inch video taps on health 

hygiene, commW1ity living and other topics in Marathi. 'I'he 



Bombay city social Education Comni ttee {BCSEC) agreed t.o 

having TV introduced into its· educational scheme.. Doordershan 

Kendra Bombay produced and transmitted the programmes for the 

literacy classes for working class adults in the chanels and 

the topics were generated by thirty five yearsold liter~~ 

text book of the BCSEC. 

The first phase of study was experimental basis. 

Evaluation of five phaSes revealed that it was uncertain 

hmv much had been absorbed of its educational purpose. 

Irrelevant programming and indifferent performance of the 

teachers were concluded to be among the obstacles in the 

use of TV as an instrument of "social education" in the 

first phase. Besides, some mechanical problems eg. 

mal-functioning of TV sets, absenteeism of watchman of the 

school who held the key, absenteeism of adults etc were 

other causes of failure of the objective of social education 

by television. 

Second phase was launched in January 1975 with the 

objective of shifting from literacy to problem oriented 

education and to realise the potentiality of TV as medium 

of non-fonnal education and mass communication. 

Agrawal~ (1980)
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noted the holistic study for 

evaluation of sITE. It was undertaken to provide a 

microlevel, indepth, qualitative Understanding of the 

process of satellite TV-. .. a new medium of communication in 

village India. Besides agriculture and Anurnal Husbandary, 



Health Hygiene and Nutrition have been given a major thrur.t 

in the study.. Information received from 'l'V helped in 

crystallising the ideas in changing the existing beliefs, 

reinforcing the existing beliefs, adding new knO\vledgeD and 

adoption of new health innovation". 

In two programmes telecast, it was suggested that gruel 

separation while coold.ng rice is not good for health. It was 

in contrast of the belief prevalent in Kamadpalley that 

unseparated gruel rice causes flatulence in the body. It 

was observed that two young vie\vers, brother and sister, 

literate aged 18 and 27, viev1ed the programr71e and they told 

their mother to follo\v the suggestion of TV not separating 

gruel from cooking rice. Mother was not persuaded and 

daughter ha.c:: to enter the ld. tchen and cooked rice as show-n 

in TV. A number of similar incidents were observed in which 

TV helped to modify the existing cultural belief. It was 

concluded that programmes shown first time did not register 

on the viewers but second viewing reinforced the new idea 

which was followed by discussion and final adoption. 

Adoption took place because, it was only a modification in 

the practice without incurring additional expenditures. A 

similar process was observed in the adoption of green 

vegetable by the same house hold after TV viewing. 

29 v. Rarndas Hurthy and .r1. Moh~ram(1985) described 

different studies based on field-surveys related with 

health and nutrition communication. The study conducted by 

NIN in Hayatnagar Block (Andhra Pradesh) revealed the 



appalingly lovJ exposure of women to telecasts such as those 

on weB..l~ng foods, breast feeding and cooking. Their 

comprehension of the concepts was very low. School children, 

however, scored well on some topics. Other points \\r-ere the 

inadequate preparation of people to the new medium, absence 

of infrastructure for fellow up action and poor production 

technique arising mostly from lack of liasion between 

producers and subject specialists. The SITE study in 

Chattisgarh (MP) and Hah~ub:,nagar (AP) by NIRD revealed 

the viewers did not favour by programme preferences and 

comprehension to the programmes of health and nutrition. 

The exposure of women to the medium was very low. At last, 

they conclude that health and nutrition education programmes 

cannot be successful unless all the prere~isites for 

effective communication are fulfilled. 
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In a report prepared by Prabha (1984) while describing 

the fundamentals of health, mass media and television, 

narrated the existing health and family planning programme 

and their achievements. She enumerated the achievements 

as followes: (i) Considerable progress has been made in the 

promotion of the health status of our people. (ii) There 

has been a definite decline in the infant mortality rate 

and increase in the adult longe-vity (iii) 1'1ass media, 

specially, Doordarshan have been able to increase awareness 

about the importance of health,· hygiene, nutrition among 

the rural and urban masses. (i v) It has been able to 



discri~nate the fundamental concepts of health promotion 

and disease prevention among the masses and extending 

support to the prevailing ancient knowledge about medical 

sciences from being lost." According to her, "Doordarshan 

is handicapped by the absence of adequate number of TV 

channels and has limited transmission time. Diversity of 

multi-subject and multilingual programmes required to be 

compressed into these limited parameters, lessens its impact 

and emphasis on health and family welfare in the mind of the 

people, ••• concerted efforts are being to create awareness 

arrong the masses and encourage and motivate them to avail 

themselves of health proctices and family welfare methods 

in order to lead happier and healthier life. Ho\vever. the 

report exhibits only the structure and achievements of the 

Doordarshan but, certainly, it reflects apparent intention 

and media policy of government. 

One of the studies on SITE related to health and 

hygiene practices was undertaken by Cha..tdhari ( 1981) 31 in 

Madhya Pradesh. Total ninety respondents were intervie\·md 

and variable of the sample were economic status, sex, age 

etc. PHC's doctors and health extension workers were also 

interviewed. For the sample, approximately 206 community 

vie'I.,Ying centres and 29 villages were selected. It was 

attempted to extract out the information from villagers 

about existing health practices, prevalent diseases and 

concept of hygiene to them. PHC staff were asked for 
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prevalent diseases and villagers attitudes towards these 

diseases. 

At last, after general findings of health situation, 

villagers were asked for suggestions to improve TV health 

prograrranes. Out of total, only fifty percent of respondents 

suggested as followes: 

(i} Programme should be in local dialect (Chhatisgarhi) 

(ii) Indigenous methods of diagnosis and· medicine should be 

emphasised. 

{iii) Health progr~unmes should be given more time, 

( i v) Ma"Y..ing a\·Tare about good health habits, only the rural 

health problems should be the topics for health telecast. 

(v) Televised health programmes should be based on day-to-day 

health problems • 

(vi) Statistical display should be avoided 

(vii) The programmes should be simple as to comprehend 

easily. 

Indian Institute of Hass Corrnnunication undertaken a 

research project "60mrmmication - Experimental Studies of 

Programme Impact and Family Planning Hotivational Development". 

This project \vas led by Dr. Surnati t-iulay (1974) 32 as project 

Director. Part of the study was 11 corrarrunication and satiation 

in message reception in Family Planning11
• This study was 

to enlist the current communication strategy with regard to 

repeated message. The general objective of the study was 

to investigate whether the eligible married couples for 
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farnily planning have reached to the point of satiati•on due 

to the repe..~..tition of message reception of family pl,anning 

through different channels of communication. Data was 

collected by interviewing the selected respondents after 

random sampling for this study conducted in U .P. Radio was 

found quite popular and respondents told that they listened 

to programne on Family Planning on R.aclio either through 

advertisements in Vividh Bharati or through other broadcasts 

like talk discussion, dramas etc". Lastly, it was concluded 
' 

that (i.) there was no evidence of satiation towards 

.reception of message on fauily planning, {ii) various 

comrnL~ication channels should be used to dessiminate the 

message (iii) mass media in family planning succeeded in 

completing the awareness task (iv) local influential leaders 

should be involved in educating the masses and local clinics 

did not utilize certain local persons as motivators in the 

cormnunity. 

A study33 'Hedia Reach and Effectiveness 'was conducted 
,; 

by National Institute of Health ___ roq_F..ami.ly,_.Wel.f-are, in 1980. 

Three villages of Ajmer district (PHC Pisangari) of Rajasthan 

were chosen for this purpose with broad objectives to assess 

the role of various communication media in promoting family 

welfare programme and their impact on the target groups. 

In each selected villages, 30 house-holds ".rere selected by 

systematic sampling. Only one currently remained person 

either male or female from each selected household, was 
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interviewed. Different socio-economic characteristics viz. 

Religion, occupation and age were taken into account for the 

representative sampling. Various media like Radio, Films, 

Ne\vspapers, poster, wall paintings, Pamphlets.,,leaf lets, 

Family Planning Exhibition, and group rreeting were assessed 

separately for a\-lareness and effectiveness of communication 

media. For Radio,· it was concluded that among the respondents 

more than SO percent are listening the radio broadcast and 

arnong the listeners, SO percent are listening the family 

planning programmes and understand the message broadcast 

easily. Therefore, it was evaluated that radio as a mass 

media is effective among family planning listeners. To k:no\'1 

the awareness and knowledge of family planning the respondents 

were asked question with multiple choice answers. It ~as 

found that almost all the respondents were aware of family 

planning. The respondents were asked question about 

misconception in respect of loop, vasectomy a:1d condom 

and it was observed that misconception about vasceetomy 

was significantll'- high in nearest village from Pl-IC. 

In a collaborative study on media Reach and effectiveness 

\<~as organised by National Institute of Health and Family 

\'1elfare (1985) 34 From seven states (Gujarat, Orissa, Bihar, 

Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka) only 

two states W&?·f'E undertaken by NIHF\'i to collect the data 

while other research centre:> were to collect data from their 

respective states. Various mass medi<1 viz Radio, TV, Film, 



Exhibition, Poster, vi all-painting, Pamphlet/leaflet, 

Ne,vspaper, Hagazine, Telephone were assessed for 1 ts reach 

and effectiveness for family welfare programme. The study 

covered 14,.000 respondents of which 7, 250 were males and 
!·~-~~ Only f j nd h~g s for 

6,750 females•L radio and television fo~ family planning 

message are worth describing. Radio was assessed very high 

for its family plarming reach. Three-forth of respondents 

favoured the use of radio for disseminating family planning 

information. About 96 percent of the respondents reported 

that the language used ,.;as simple and easy to understand. 

Among the TV viewers about 48 percent respondents stated that 

they had watched some family planning prograrrroes. Proportion-

ately more female respondents received family planning 

message than male. Acceptability of TV as a media is less 

compared to radio, might be because it is a horne and family 

bound medium and large number of people are still out of the 

reach of TV. Among the viewers of programmes~ understandabili t 

of the message v.ras quite high (74%) \-rhile acceptability "'as 

moderate (48%) less than a half of the respondents favoured 

using television for promoting small family norm, use of 

family planning methods' and information ·about place of 

services. 

Helen Parris35 in an experimental study, in twenty 

villages near Delhi, assessed the impact of different types 

of television sources used in importing a family planning 

message to adults in the experimental village. Same family 

planning programme contents was presented on TV by a ~nllage 



opinion leader and an urban medical expert. Relative 

effectiveness of both Television sources were measured in 

terms of change in knowledge, attitude and motivation to seek 

additional information among viewers. The village opinion 

leader was received by vie\rers \\Tj_ th much interest and 

apprehension than that of the urban medical expert vievrer 

got more knowledge of family planning by the programmes 

presented by village leader. 

B.c. Agrawal and J .B. Arnbedkar36 in a sITE evaluation, 

analysed the effect of family planning programme on television 

in the viewers in a Karnataka village. out of the fifty 

programmes on family planning~wenty three were in Kannada 

and twenty seven in Telugu. These programncs ~.rere of two 

categories (1) Small family related norms and {2) general 

information on primary health centre, ideal family and 

operation camps. In the first catego~-, there \rere 12 Kannad 

progra.rnrres and 20 Telugu programmes. Nine programmes were 

in the form of song in the format which is locally very 

popular. Such songs served as intertainment and also conve:;z.~d 

the message of the importance of small family. They were 

generally understood and liked. There were 9 progranrnes. in 

Kannad and 7 programmes in Telugu relating to primary health 

centre, ideal family and operation camps. The viewers were 

disinterested in the intervie~;, talk and discussion prograrrmes 

even if they were in Kannada, such programmes even forced 

viewers to leave the place. Those programmes which focussed 



on hospital scenes, interviews of patients who got operated 

and they like, were very formal, and often the literate 

viewers made fun of the style of asking questions and 

considered the answers to be artificial. 1,he reaction of 

the illiterate viewers ~as that,in the television"they show 

nothing but family planningl 

Thus, after reviewing the literature attributed to 

communication impact and especially television's role on 

development and health and family welfare, purpose of study 

was ascertained and consequently hypothesis was developed 

as follows: 

1· Television is the potent mass medium to influence the 

existing health culture. 

2. Health programmes on television are enhancing the 

awareness regarding general health. 
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CHAPTER III 

- HEALTH PROORAMMES ON TELEVISIQ\J : 

A Study in Delhi 
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INTROOUCTION: 

After reviewing the literatures concerning communication, 

specially TV impact studies it was decided to undertake a study 

to examine the hypothesis developed. Delhi was chosen as the 

place of study considering the factors like approachibility and 

availability of the regular TV viewers. 

The union territory of Delhi is bounded on the north, 

west and south by Haryana and on the east by Uttar Pradesh. 

The grace and beauty of the city is enhanced by yamuna river 

flows by the side of its eastern border in a north - south 

direction. 

For this short time study, a small area having all desiratle 

considerations was to be selected. Lastly, this difficult task 

was completed with the sele¢tion of 'N~yapuri' as the area of 

the study. It is :~located at a corner of south Delhi and situated 

beside the main ring road. The area, in which'Mayapuri)is 

situated, is called industrial area for having installed here 

many big and small industries. 

This study was undertaken while observing the current 

pattern and inclination of sociological stmdies. 

Hence, perceiving the urgent need to scale the real 

impact of mass medi~ this study had been formulated. Television -

one of the communication tool in shaping the conventional culture 

into dynamic innovative and developed one, as some social scien

tists, media experts and ruling agencies of India have been 

proclaiming, was to be studied. Hence, impact of television 

is proved only for health -one significant aspect of socio -



economic development. Therefore, this investigation 

seeks revealing real penetration of information pertaining 

health into awareness structure of urban viewers empirically. 

Thus, in this study, television programme from Delhi TV Centre 

giving information on health were taken into considerations. 

The attempt was made to evaluate how far the viewers of such 

health programmes have been benefitted ib. ;.terms of their health 

needs. Further, the health awareness of these viewers have 

been assessed in terms of their benefits and knowledge gained 

after viewing such programmes. 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

Selection of the area: Criteria of selecting ·~yapuri' 

as the area of study were as under here: 

1. Mayapuri is .bcated at the· one corner of the city, 

therefore it possesses sub-urban culture and subsequently 

accomplishes the need of the study by providing he~rogeniety 

in socio-cultural heritage. The population of this area provid$ 

us a different types of.health cultures. 

2. Migrant labourers, big and petty business men, employees 

of industries and government servants are residing in the area. 

This helps in providing a representative sample for the study. 

Study eopulation: 

Many variables were taken into account to made the sample 

representative. These variables comprised in. the study were 

occupation, economic group, educational level, age, sex, mother 



toungue, religion and family size etc. Out of these variables, 

some viz. occupation, age, sex, economic group and educational 

level, have been given more thrust and considered important to 

extract out general findings. 

Three hundred households were taken into account for the 

purpose of study. From every household, one respondent was 

selected. In this way, out of 300 respondents, only 265 were 

television viewers whereas health programme viewers again limited 

to 236. Thus, there were 35 non-viewer respondents in general 

and 29 non viewers of health programmes specifically. 

Sampling : 

Purposive Selection was the method of sampling. 

Primarily,strata were based mainly on occupational groups and 

again on their per ratio distribution in study population. It 

was tried that share of one occupational group was to be given 

for study only according to viewing habits of the televiewers,. 

e.g. house wives were given more importance and also therefore, 

more number of interviews were administered as they used to stay 

at horne and viewed the programmes thorough! y which, subsequent! y 

affected as to make them aware about health problems. Occupational 

groups were restratified into. three income groups i.e. lower 

middle and upper income group. Again, these strata consisted 

of all other variables (e.g. age, sex, education level etc.) 

undertaken in the study. In this way, socio demographic profile 

of sample was prepared. 

Socio-demographic profile of study population: 

Different socio-demographic groups as variables were 

considered in the study to make its finding representative. 



These variables were as under: 

1. Age : Respondents were asked for their age which was 

grouped into three categories viz. (i) 13 years to 

30 years (ii) 31 years to 50 years (iii) 51 years 

and above. 

2. Sex : Both male and female were included in the sample. 

3. Mother toungue : Respondents' mother toungue was enquired 

to examine the influence of language on programme's 

viewing. 

4. Educational Level Five educational levels viz. Illiterate, 

literate to under matric, matric to undergraduate, 

graduate, post-graduate and professionals (e.g. doctor, 

engineer etc.) were counted in the study to assess 

the impact of education in programme's viewing and 

consequently, in health awareness. 

5. Religion : Four major religions were comprised in the sample 

to reveal out influence of religion in health awarene;ss. 

6. Television possession: Respondents were enquired about 

their television owning. If they did not own then 

they were asked were wheth2r they visit~neighbour's 

place or ~ommunity television sets. 

7 ~· 'Family siZe: Three categories were made for family size i.e. 

(i) one to three members (ii) four to seven members 

(iii) eight and more members. Respondents were enquired 

for which category they belonged. 

8. Income group: Respondents were divided into three income 

groups viz. (i) more than two thousand rupees 1 



(ii) between two thousand and one thousand 

rupees and (iii) below one thousand rupees. 

.l ~ 
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9. Occupation: All pos$ible occupational groups in a urban 

population were considered i.e. service, house wife, 

student, business, labour and unemployed person. 

Data Collection: 

(a) Techniques used: 

Both, quanititative and qualitative data were collected. 

For quantitative data, a tentative interview schedule was prepared 

covering about all the aspects of television viewing and health 

programmes on television. Interview schedule was constructed 

of a set of questions divided into eight sections.· Except 

first question which was prepared for preliminary information 

about respondents other seven consisted of all sorts of questions 

about television viewing in general and regular health programmes' 

viewing specifically. Interview schedule was administered for 

all three hundred respondents. The schedule consisted of both 

structured and open ended questions according to the requirement 

of the objective of the stydy. 

To elicit the proper responses, it became a challenging 

task for the investigator because, most often, respondents 

blended their answers in a unsystematic or haphazard manner. 

Therefore, investigator had to be car~ful enough to filter out 

the information required in the study. Interview sch roule was 

so designed as the questions were arranged in such a way that 

every next question was more deeper and explorable than its 

preceeding one. 



For qualitative data, direct observation of benefits 

of health programmes' message was performed during several 

visits to respondents. Investigator sometimes observed the 

current television viewing situation. Investigator used to 

visit regularly the respondents at the time when they should 

be viewing health programme. We tried to enquire also their 

immediate reaction for the same. Those informations either 

noted down at once or after the interview. For the purpose, 

investigator always kept diary to follow up the respondents 

regularly. 

(b) Pilot st~~: 

Pilot study was conducted for ten days in the selected 

area to test the suitability of the interview schedule. About 

field problems observed and modification in the schedule, 

investigator discussed with his supervisor. Schedule was 

rearranged and modified according to. the field experiences. 

Before, fulf1edged study was started, investigator got himself 

acquainted with the regular health programmes telecast for Delhi 

televiewers. He attempted to analyse pros and con,s- of the 

programme and developed some assumptions for further probing 

through field work. A list of subjects and presenters was made 

for the health p~ogrammes telecast in December, January and 

February 1985-86. Besides, he had the details of current week's 

health. programmes already te_lecast which h~lped him while asking 

whether they watched this or that programme or what benefits they 

gained after using the certain health programmes or what were 

their opinion regarding this particular programme. 



Final data collection: 

Final study was started only after 15th January 1986 

and data gathering was completed by 15th of April !986. Investi

gator had to face problem of establishing rapport and administering 

the interview with the respondents. In the study area, as in 

other parts of Del hi, it has become routine practice of knocking 

the door by -'the stranger convincing the residents for purchasing 

certain products or surveyor of family planning, census departme~ 

etc. to ·perform their survey. Therefore, the residents were 

reluctant to give proper response just at the first appearance. 

Investigator had, anyhow, to convince the people that he was 

research scholar and collecting the research data for his own 

study purposes. After wastage of about 5 days in convincing 

the people they we~e. somehow ~greed to fully cooperate and a11owcili 

to interview themselves or their family members. 

Fortunately, the subject of the study was related with 

television. So the curiosi ty1 towards it, of the people, specially 

young, helped in gathering the information. Help of local 

influencial people were also solicited during_primary visits 

of investigator in the study area. Sometimes, chaukidar and 

other deputed person for general security, objected_to visit the 

house w:i thout permission of proper authority. Tben, inspi te of 

goin~2,higher authority for permission inv:estigatqr tried to solve 

the problem by utilizing community leader's influence. Hence, 

local influencil persons were interviewed firstly and with frequent 

visits the respondents truly responded to the queries of the 

investigator. 



Firstly, the colonies of government and other agencies 

in the area were visited. The flats in the above colonies were 

rackoned into different economic groups viz. higher {HIGS), middle 

(MIGs) and lower income groups (LIGs) and janta flats. Mostly 

respondents of a particular income group were found in the flats 

for same income groups. Thus, it facilitated the investigator 

to approach the housenolds and respondents according to the 

need of the study. But, sometimes it did not occur and the 

residents had the income group differing from their "residential 

status". This problem was negaciated only after asking the 

monthly income of the respondents of their parents or gaurdian 

if he or she is unemployed or student. 

Sample was distributed into various occupations and 

the data gathered for the particular occupation was accomm6~~t~d 

according its TV viewing frequency and strength among the television 

viewers. In this way, inyestigator had to be always careful for 

not including the respondents of a particular variable in bigger 

proportion than it was justified (i.e. according to its viewing 

frequency and strength among total of the television viewers). 

Thus, · ... housewife occupation accorded top position by its number 

of intervieweE followed by servicemen, labour, student, business~ 

men and unemployed persons. Both male and female included in the 

study population but percentage of female become higher apparently 

due to one large occupational group (housewife) belongs female 

sex exclusively and moreover, it also had larger share in total 

study population because of its television viewing habits (i• e .• 

stayed at home and viewed most of the programmes) and, also 

good strength among television viewers. 
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The questions in the schedule were framed and asked 

under eight broad headings, a brief description of which is 

given below.; 

l. Personal information: This portion mostly. included 

questions on demographic features viz. name, sex, age, 

education, occupation, income, religion, mother toungue, 

family size, besides, one question was added to enquire 

about owning of their television set. 

2. TV viewing: The respondents were asked whether they 

watCL\:rlTV or not, if yes, then what was the viewing frequency 

and if not, then what were the reasons for not viewing. 

3. Viewing of the health programme: They were asked for 

viewing the health programmes. They were told to name the 

programmes which they viewed and to give the reasons of not 

viewing if they did not view any one of the health programmes. 

4. Freqoency of viewing the he~lth programmes: It was enquired 

5. 

in terms of regularly, frequently and occasionally. Never 

viewing could already be noted in_ preyious question. 

Benefits of the health programmes. Respondents were asked 

for the benefits to them by health programmes. They were also 

told to describe the benefits. For negative response by 

them, they were asked to say that why they did not get the 

benefits. 

6. Understanding of the health programmes:.Respondents were 

asked whether they faca:i any difficulty in understanding 

the health programmes. They were told to describe the 

reasons if they faced the same. 

1. Suggestions of the viewers: Regarding health programmes, 

suggestions of viewers were asked for including, excluding 



and changing the i terns or topics in the health programmes 

to make the programmes more beneficial to the viewers. 

8. Lastly, they were told to say any ~pecial events, information, 

or suggestions regarding health programmes. or any other 

related TV programmes. If any information, reaction and 

sug~estion could not be given by him under above purposive 

questions they were free to tell in this head 'special 

information (if any)! 

Gathered information were cross checked automatically 

during other interviews performed at the next houseHold and 

thereby the data were refined for the study. 

Analysis of data: 

After completion of final data the analysis was started. 

Data were tabulated after information were collected, properly 

checked and codified. Tables were drawn to facilitate the 

analysis by organising specific data in systematic manner. 

Various variables were taken into accouot while tabulating and 

analysing the data. Firstly, all filled schedules were arranged 

according to respective occupation of the respondents. To make 

analysis convenient, inter-relationships among different 

variables were evaluated on the basis of the table prepared by 

occupation wise. Detail chart, for suggestions of television 

viewing was prepared. 

Besides, for qualitative data, information gathered 

by observation were arranged systematically and analysed with 

quantitative results. 



Limitations of the Stud~: 

The limitation of the study can not be ignored. First 

of all for proper samp}e, specific census of study population 

is required. Although, investigator selected the households 

and resp~ndents made the sample a representative one. But, 

it might be better if the census of the study population 

would have been done before sampling. Lack of resources i.e. 

time·, money and manpower, were the apparent reasons for not 

having prior census of the study population. Furthermore, 

this study was only confined to a limited area and therefore, 

findings of the stu:ly can not beclaimed forcefully for having 

its applicability to all television viewers in India, because 

of its urban character. Four regular health programmes teleca~ 

in every week in Delhi and nearby areas have been accounted 

for the evaluation of health awareness among the television 

viewers in this study. Because of this,the finding of this 

study were limited in its applicability to the other areas 

(coming under different TV centre's coverage where different 

health programmes are produced and telecast). 

The qualitative data could not be strengthened for 

total sample households properly because of the urban based 

occupational group. Inspite of these above short comings and 

limitations, the data gathered in this study has helped as to 

strengthened our hypothesis on the basis of qualitative data 

strengthened by quantative one. 
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Findings i9 

The findings were drawn on the basis of interviews 

and observation. This study was based on four regular health 

programmes. Viewerk knowledge of the health programmes, 

their contents and subse~ent gain through these programmes 

were evaluating measures for this study. 

While recording the findings for four health programmes, 

observation was made to assess the general health status of 

study population. Health condition of the residents of the 

study area were observed during study as a requirement for 

the qualitative data. It became evident the certain problems 

which occured mainly due to the density of population like bad 

sanitation, unhygienic dwellings, lack of open field/grounds 

etc. was not seen in remarkable degree. 

As for housing condition and settlement pattern was 

concerned, there was remarkable difference between different 

income groups. It was observed that the population in lower 

income group was having less civic. amenities with small congested, 

ill-ventilated and mostly rented rooms. Other sections 

(middle and high income groups) were having the government 

or private houses with civic amenities• 

As far as the health condition was concerned it found 

that nearly 70 to 80 percent in lower income group were having 

complaints of different kinds of health problems. On further 

investigation it also found out the families in this particular 
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income group for alleviating the suffering from healt~ 

problems, they used to visit the nearby health institutions 

run by private and governmental agencies. Nearly 50% respon

dents informed that type of the services which they were 

recurring from these institutions were of little value. Furth~ 

more, the industrial labourers in this group were of the 

op!nion that in case o( their health problems neither they 

did receive any help from their employer nor did they get 

good health services from governmental agencies. Because 

of this, they were compelled to approach the private practi

tioners while they suffered from acute problems like severe 

d·ysentry accident, high fever in case of malaria etc. For the 

minor health problems they were adopting home remedies to get 

rid of suffex·ing. · ·:: ·J. 

The middle and htgh income group respondents informed 

the investigator that they also, some times, had to run to 

the nearby private practitioners when they did not get adequate 

health measures from the government institutions, in case of 

their severe health problems. It has been observed that the 

family members of these two groups of study population took 

steps to approach the hospital, private clinic etc. according 

to their convenience. It was the home remedies which was 

adopted by them in most cases while they had minor .. · · · _:,. 

health problems like headache, vomiting, stomachache. 

The above observation revealed adequately on health 

culture of three categories of study population. This 



qualitative information on health culture, helped the 

investigator to analyse the application of messages provided 

through television to the viewers. 

The study revealed that almost all the respondents 

were well acquainted with television and its some programmes. 

However, it was also found that television has become a 

necessary item for urban households. There were a few 

households who could not own TV mostly because of their 

poor economic condition (e.g. labour in study area could not 

purchase the same). 

Out of the total (300), 265 respondents watched the 

television programmes. Those respondents were distributed 

among three categories on the basis of the viewing habits 

viz. (1) total programmes viewers (ii) selected programmes 

viewers (iii) viewing •only on sunday'. Highest perc E!"ltage 

of the respondents (53.09%) watched the •selective programmes' 

followed by total programmes viewers (22.66Y6) and viewers 

only on sundays (2.66%). About 12 percent (11.66%) of the 

respondents comprised o£ non-viewers, were asked for the 

reasons of non-viewing. 

34.2 percent ~ of students had viewed the total 

progr~mmes on television whereas housewives and servicemen 

were counted respective! y 27.36% and 20% for the same. In 

case of selective programme viewing, there were very thin 

differences among viewers among servicemen (76.66%) businessmen 

(72. 72%) housewives (70.49) and students (60.52%). Very few 



of the responsdnets (2.66%) reported that they watched 

programmes only on sunday, out of all of the respondents 

viewed the programmes only on sunday, fifty percent (4) were 

from business occupational group. Non viewers ( 11. 66%) of 

the television programme~ mostly came from labour. 

Reasons for non-viewing the television programmes were 

also elicited out of the respondents. Non-possession of TV 
fot_ 

sets was the rea son of non viewingL83% non-viewers respondents, 

most of them were labourers. They told that they could not 

buy the costly television sets. They expressed that owning 

of TV was nothing but luxury at the cost of bread. Four 

respondents told that despite of owning television sets they 

could not watch due to their engagement in bosiness, service 

or any other work. Some of them (14.28%) felt that television 

programme was not interesting. 

Respondents were asked whether they watched health 

programmes and what were the names of the programmes. For 

this purpose, in interview schedule four regular health programmes 

were included. Highest percentage (37.28%) of the respondents 

viewed three regular health programmes ,21. 5 percent were viewing 

of four h_eal th programmes and 22.88 percent were viewers of 

two programmes. ~Vhereas the viewers of only one health pro

grammes scored 15.69 percent. Quantitatively very less (only 4), 

but :O% of their total health programme vievvers were the 

labourers who watched only one health programme. In the same 

way, 57.14% of unemployed watched three health programmes and 



they were followed by housewives (43.24%) students (42.42%) 

servicemen (29.419'~· and businessmen (26.92%). 

However, fonr health programmes were watched.by 29.41% 

se:rVice men followed by labourers (25%) housewifes, (24.32%), 

students (21. 21%). , Business men ( 19. 29%) and unemployed (25%). 

Female viewers were naturally mone ( 67 .349b) than the male 

because they were highest in the sample size. Respondents 

preferred to watch, "Jaan hai Jahan hai", "Gharelu Nuskhe", 

"Yoga aur Swasthya" and, lastly, "Aap ka pariwar" respectively. 

"Jaan hai jahan hai" was viewed most, because of its telecast 

twice in a week and moreover, one of those two days happened 

to be saturday - that was official holiday for government 

servicemen. 

~o.n.s.J:or non.-~i.ewinq .the health programme: 

Out of 265 (two hundred sixty five) television viewers, 

29 (10.94%) were not viewing the health programmes. Many 

reasons were reported'and the all types of reasons told by 

respondents for non-viewing were clubed into three categories 

viz. (!) about 38 percent of the non-viewers of health programmes 

opined that they had no time to watch due to involvement in 

their business or office or domestic work or wage work etc. 

(ii) 34.94% of them told that they remained busy in their 

day to day routine work while the programme was telecast an9 

(iii) health programmes were not as interesting as to watch, 

told by eight (27.58%) non-viewers respondents. More over, 
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they claimed that like film', 'chitrahar• and some TV serials, 

health pro~rammes were not interesting to them as to spend time 

in viewirig the same. 

Freguenc~ of viewing th~pealth Rrogrammes: 

It was analysed that housewives watched the h~2al th 

programmes more (92.5%) than other occupational groups but 

difference among other occupational groups for watching health 

programmes was not remarkable. 

Table No.5 shows that labourers were least in number 

(28.2%) for television viewing. 

Respondents reported that they watch the programmes 

only when they get convenient time. About half (49.57%) of the 

viewers of health programmesware occC~sional viewers (two or 

three programmes in a month). While the remaining viewers 

of the programmes could be grouped into frequent viewers (30.50%) 

and regular viewers (19.38%). Busi,nessmen topped th,e: sc9r·e 

(65.38%), of occasional viewers,followed by students (54.54%), 

labourers (:D%)', servicemen 47.05~~), housewive.s {45. 94%) and 

unemployed {42.85%). 

Among the frequent viewers, housewives scored slightly 

more (30.63%) than three other groups (service, student and 

business) but two unemployed and labour groups who were 

numerically poor, they scored 42.-85%and 37.5 percent respectively 

among the frequent viewers of health programmes ~or their own 

occupational groups. About 20 perc.ent of the viewers watched 

the health programmes regularly. Among the regular viewers 



servicemen {23.52%) were counted slightly more than housewives 

{23.42%) whereas remaining_groups of unemployed {14.28%) 

student {15.13%) labourers, (12.5%) and businessmen {7.69%) 

did not score good for regularity of the viewing of the health 

programmes. 

Respondents who viewed health programmes were distri

buted into three income groups viz. (i) more than two thousands 

(ii) two thousand to one thousand and (iii) Below one thousand. 

Table 6 shows group first by income was assessed to include 

more viewers (90) than second (68) and third one {48) out 

of the total respondents viewing_ health programmes. Study 

revealed that in every income group occasional viewers were 

more than other two groups on frequency wise. It was revealed 

in the study, that the .view(3~S of first income group watched 

more ·87.37%) than others i,e. income group second (85.96%) 

and income group thi,rci . (57 •. f33%). 

Occasional viewers were fqund more in every income 

group followed by frequent viewers and regular viewers. 

Percentage of occasional viewers was enumerated highest in 

income group first (56. 66%) fo.~lowe~ by income group second 

(45.91%) and income group third_(43.75%). Table_7 shows 

that in all thr~e income groups, frequency of viewing of 

health programmes were sloping down from occasionally to 

regularly. In income group first and second, business men 

were counted more for occasional viewing whereas for third 

income groups their counterparts were labourers. 



It was observed that 48.03% of regular viewers and 

41.66% of frequent viewers topped the frequency score in 

second income group but 43.85% of occasional viewers were, 

enumerated highest in first income group. 

Service holders (45.09%) students (45.45%) and house

wives (37.83%) were more in first income group. Unemployed 

( 7 1.52%)', Businessman (:Q%) and also Students (48. 48%) were 

proportionately more in the second income group. EJ.everl ·labour 

had been enumurated as TV viewers in third income group and 

out of this, 8 were the viewers of health programmes. 

Table 8 shows the educational background of the viewers. 

Graduates occupied the upper most po-sition (35.15%) followed 

by the groups comprising of 'martic to undergraduate' (30. 93%) 

'literate to under matric 1 (19.09%) 'post graduate' (11-.44%) 

and illiterates (3· •. 38%) respectively. Group o'{ post graduates 

also included professionals (_e.g-. doctors and engineers etc.) 

for convenience of study. From illiterate group not even single 

respondents had viewed that health programmes regular! y while 

the viewers who had education 'matric to under graduate' 

scored maximum (38.'29%) of the regular viewer.s of health 

programmes. Among the frequent viewers, 'graduates' scored 

more (33~33%) than o~her educational groups but acco~ding to 

the percenlage of the vieV~~ers of one particular educational 

group post graduates acceeded all Jfor 'frequent viewing' by 

scoring 44.44 percent of total post graduate viewers. Illiterate 

crossed other educational groups for occasional viewing frequency 

as .. {62. 5%) among total 8 .illiterate viewers watched the 
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health programmes occasionally. However, proportionately, 

55.42% of graduates and 5l.ll% of ~iterate to under matric' 

were occasional view$rs~. 

However, 54.54% of the students viewing health programmes 

were graduates. Servicemen who had education 'from literate 

upto under matric level • all (4) viewed the health programmes 

regularly while in the same occupational group the viewers 

who were graduates (65.2!%) viewed the health programmes 

occasionally. 

This study revealed that the health programmes were 

viewed mo!'e by the middle aged group (3! year to 50 years) 

but the respondents (99.62%) of this age group reported that 

they watched the programmes occasionally. In !5 to 30 years 

of age group,respondents, (39.5%: watched the programmes 

regularly, 37.62%, occasionally and 22.88% of them viewed 

frequently. In third age group (5! years and above), 49.62% 

of them viewed the programme freqoentl y followed by 30.93% 

occasionally and 19.43% regularly. 

Benefits of the healtp proqr~mmes to the viev~~ 

Respondents were asked whether they gained any type of 

benefits after viewing the health programmes. All the responses 

were recorded in ten sections. Qle respondent had given more 

than one kind of benefits_ because_ of differ~nt health programmes. 

Thus 344 answers for benefits ~ere recorded. 

Table 9 shows that 37.-7!% viewers gained benefits in 

term of increasing knowledge about the diseases their symptoms 

and treatment. 
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Out of the total who viewed the health programmes 

as infonnative and promoter of knowledge about diseases, 

52.94% were only servicemen. A sizeable number (62.5%) 

of the labourers-viewers asserted that by these programme 

they become acquairrte.d with the health problems, symptoms 

of the diseases and, moreover, domestic and cheap curing 

method by the particular health programme 1Ghare1u Nuskhe'. 

Fifty five respondents told that advices of'gharelu / 

nuskhe' were beneficial to them as many minor and also some 

chronic diseases were cured after_~pplying the package of 

medicines adviced in the programme. This programme was also 

praised for its useful information and advices by 17.39% of 

the viewers other than those who gained benefits in term of 

curing themselv9s and their family merrbers. These viewers 

who only viewed and _sometime? _noted the _advices, reported 

that they did not feel any need to_apply those 'nuskhe' but 

dissiminated them to their friends, neighbours etc. for their 

relief. Viewers of the following occupations, who gained 

maximum benefit to relieve their suffering from minor and -~ 

common ailments e.g. cough (khansi) cold (jukham), stomachacbe, 

dysentry, skin problems (phora-phunsi) etc., were housewives 

{29.72%) followed by ~nemployed (28.57%), servicemen (25.49%) 

and students ( 15.15%). Students {24.24%) and unemployed res

pondents (71.42%) who acclaimed the philosophi of 1Ghare1u 

Nuskhe 1 and termed it beneficial, most of them had not applied_ 

the message televised in the programme.19.49.% respondents were, 



virtually, not having any definite answers. However, 

they responded in very generalistic way i.e. •these may be 

beneficial but I can not say the results as I have not applied 

so far: Among those who reluctantly accepted the usefulness 

of programmes, were mostly businessmen (26. 92%), labour 

(25%), and students (24.24%). And those who liked "Gharelu 

Nuskhe" were mostly of middle aged group viewers (57.34%) 

and of third group of educational level (35. 34%) i·. e. •matric 

to undergraduate level'. 

"Yoga aur Swasthya" programme was liked by the viewers 

for its utility in maintaining the physical a~d mental health. 

Out of the total viewers of health programmes, 15.69% reported 

that 'Yoga aur Swasthya• was very gcod and_beneficial programme 

but they had not applied it for their own benefit. Some of 

them told that they were thinking to practice Yoga and', however, 

they had already advised others to practice the yoga. Only 

12.28% of the viewers of the health programmes accepted that 

they were practicing yoga_to deminish or remove their certain 

problems e.g. short hight, obesity,loss of appetite etc. 

Out of the total viewers of _the health programmes, 7.62% _ 

viewed "Yoga and Swasthya" exclusively. Among the viewers 

who thought yoga as beneficial to improve the health, unemployed 

person~ were 71.42.%, followed by students G6.36%)housewives 

(12.61%, )servicemen (7.84%)and business-men (7•~69%.) 

Surprisingly, as table 8 shows, not a single student, 

who vehemently pleaded the usefulness of yoga, was practicing 

the same. It might have some other reasons, as one student 
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said·, "At the time when Dhirendra Brahmachary was demonstra

ting yoga most of the people practiced and followed the 

instruction but now a days •yoga aur swasthya• has become 

dull and uninteresting to be viewed. Therefore, people do 

not practice according to the demonstration in the programme. 

He also observed that yoga practices which played on television 

are very difficult and complex as these could not be practiced 

easily. 

About 57% of the viewers of health programmes were 

acq~ainted ~uth •Jaan hai Jahan hai• programme. Some of them 

( 6.35%) ~old ~hat they had known only Jaan hai Jahan hai' as a 

single programme related to health. However, 29 respondents 

(12.28%) asserted that _1Jaan hai Jahan hai• programme had 

increased the knowledge about symptoms, preve~tion and also 

curing against some diseases. Majority of the viewers (89. 65%) 

who stated the above, were service men (15.88%), housewives 

(13.51%) and businessmen (!1.53%). Some respondents {7•·62%) 

denied to say any benefit after viewing the health programmes 

and told that they were not benefitted by the programmes. 

Although, the viewers who gave this statements were 72.22% of 

the housewives of which 33.89% were of third educational group 

and 36.13% were of second income group. (1000-2000) Seven of 
• 

them reported that the programme 1Jaan Hai Jahan hai• created 

suspicion among them for particular disease after viewing the 

symptoms of the same disease televised in the programme. 

Three of them even st~ viewing the health programme due to 

the·fear of being cought by disease e.g.Gancer, and leprosy. 
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The case study revealed that one respondent (!8 years 

old girl) s~~d her mother had instructed not to view this 

programme because of the fear of getting this particular 

disease i.e. cancer. She suspected her mother developed some 

psychological problemsafter viewing the programme •Jaan hai _________ ,. ________ .., ___ _. ___ .. .,_~.._,,_._ .. -~--~ .. ~------·--·--···-----"·-·-

Jahan hai•. -
TWo respondents admitted that after viewing the programme 

on heart and blood cancer they were forced to consult the 

specialists to examine them but such disease was not.£ound. 

Amazingly, ~ even single respondents among the viewers 

of healt~ programmes reported about the usefulness ofl•Aap ka 

pariwar•, JBasically, prepared for the propagation of the 

Family Welfare Programme and to motivate the 'Target ~.:couples '• 

One lady revealed that the format and style of presentation 

of this programme should be changed to make it more .meaningful 

by drama.or story telling methods with hfdden message of family 

planning. 

Table ll shows that there were maximum suggestions in 

£Bvour of showing the health programmes on common problems like 
.. _ _...,.,r• _.....,..~----- ·----·~·-----'"...........,_,____.,.,. 

obesity·, short hight, skin problems etc. Most of the responderd% 
~----

(64.14% put of the total) had not suggested any new and said, 

"programmeS are alright" or • I cannot say • or I have not any 

personal opinion. Mostly, the labourers suggested in favour 

of more programmes on women and children health problems. 

For this suggestion servicemen were . counted more (43 •. 3% ) 

followed by businessmen (42• 86?b), housewives (28. 9%) and 

students (13. 33%). 
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Housewives have been counted high~stt(52.58%) for suggesting 

that more programme should be on common problems e.g .. obesity, 

short height, skin problems, eye problems, ear_problems, 

hair problems etc. It was observed that often, respondents 

told for the programmes on specific problems which they them

selves had. Some respondents (8.88%) reported that there 

should be the programmes on cancer, infectious diseases and 

fatal diseases like AIDS, whereas ll.ll percent told that the 

programmes on Homeopathy, Sex Education, Seasonal diseases 

and Nutrition should be started. 

Detail chart of suggestion and opinion shows that 

viewers wanted that health programme should be telecast 

later or at between 8.00 P.M. to 9.00 P.M. (before or just 

after Hindi News) and programmesdetail should be announced 

before the telecast. 

Besides, they had given some other valuable suggestions 

e. g. more vi sua_l s should be shown in 1Jaan hai Jahan hai' 

programme, address of major hospitals and Medical Centres --
should be given, health programmes should be telecast daily --------- - --- ------------- . ~ 

or frequently, programme 

should be started etc. 

fo?; __ _h_~ll<:!~cap and mental patients 
.... ---· ... ------------~--........--.. 
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groups whole 

2 .· 3 Total 

27 23 10 60 20.00 

46 50 26 1 22 40.66 

10 18 2 38 1 2. 66 

11 1 5 7 33 11 .oo 

__ ....... ___ 
2 37 39 13.00 

.......,....._ 
6 6 . 2. 66 

103 114 83 300 100 .oo 
J:ll.3 38 2-uti 1 00 

~1 131 14722127 1'l'3a:J5 6 57 32 16 57 98 69 29 11254725 14 257 
l j.) 43.7 49 7.3 w 57·.7 Cll.J 2 19 D.7 5.3; t9 :J2J z;;.7.'9.7 J.7 84,7~ a.J, 4.6 as..1 
---~-------------------------------·-------------·---~~~----------------~-----------------------------------

1\ge: 1=15-30yrs,2c31-50yrs, 3=51 and above,. l'lother toungueaH=Hindi, U=Urdu, A=Punjabi, Oa:Others, Educa'tion: 1=llliterate 

2=literate under matric, 3= Matric to undergraduate, 4= gradu3te, 5= post graduate, 6a:Technical/profess~onal 

Religion:H= Hindu, l"'=l"iuslim, Sa:Sikh, CH=Christian, TV· Possession:Comm=Community, Nb.Neighbour, Family members: 1=1-3members. 

2"'4~7 members, 3=timembers arid· above, ,Income Group1 1=t'IP'rle .ttian .Ra.2000 1 £=ils1000-2000, 3=Below Rs.1000. 

------~ ----·----·-----



Table - Il 

Frequency . of TV Viewing by (J c c: u pa ti on wise 

frequency of Service Housewife Student Business 1 abour Une~plo~ .. Total 
Viewing the 1e . 

M F T I" I F T 1"1 f T M f T N f T r-1 F T H f T 
E•!;l!iu;;aww~s 

Total P rograrnmes ·6 4 12 0 34 34 5 6 1 3 3 0 3 1 0 1 3 2 5 20 48 68 

20.5% 27 .B 6% 34.21% 9.09~ 2.56% 15.15% 22.66 
I 

Selective :3.2 14 46 0 66 66 1 t 12 23 7 0 7 19 5 24 0 J J 69 120 189 
Pro gram mea 76.66% 70.49% 60.52% 7 2. 7 2% 17.94% 9.09% 63.09'. 

Programmes only 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 1 4 2 1 J 0 0 0 6 2 6 
on Sunday O% . or~ 2.63% 1 2. 1 2% 7. 69% O% 2.66•, 

N e~er 2 0 2 0 2 2 1 0 1 2 0 2 26 2 28 0 0 0 31 4 35 

3.33% 1.63% 2.63% 6.o6% 71.79% ·o% 11 • 6 6• 

Total 42 18 60 0 122. 122 18 20 38 27 6 33 36 J 39 3 5 a 126174 300 

20 .o% 40. 6~, 12.7% 11· .o% 13.0% 2.66% 100% 



Table - III 

Reasons of non-viewing (in co des) by occupation wise 

--
0 cc up a "ti on Total Number of % Reasons (in code) Total TV %of Total 

res pan dents non-vi ewers 1 2 3 Viewers res pan dents 

--- ---
Service 60 ra 3.33 0 2 0 58 9 6. 66 

House wife 122 2 1.63 0 2 0 120 96.36 

Business 33 2 6 .o 6 1 0 1 31 9 3.9 3 

Student 36 1 2.63 1 0 1 37 94 .a 1 

Labour 39 28 71.79 2 25 ,3 11 28 o20 
{a 6. 2%> 

Unemployed B 0 o.-o 0 0 0 8 108.00 

Total 300 35 11.66 4 29 5 265 
-------------------------------·------------------~-------------------------------------------
Codes 1s Own TV but have no time to watch due to business/service/any other engagements 

2: Do not ot\n ii"V and not like to v1atch at the place neighbours/community sets 

3: Own TV but not interested in TV P.t·ogrammes. 



Table lJ 

Number of r1e c..l th p;;.: 0 ~ T<:.lli1!:iC S Vi evJeo by 
Lc~upc... ~ion 'Jild Sex vJise 

-- -- -- --
uccupati.on Unl,y one protJ- Tvvo p :ro gr;.~rnm e s Three p rog- four prog- Total /G of he<::.lth 

ram1:1e ramt.ieS ri::1m1nes ,; ro gr,·,m1n e s 
H f L. 1'1 f _L_ H f T 1'1 f T __ i·l f T vi~~,;·s 

Service a 5 1 3 5 3 8 10 5 15 10 5 1 :J 33 16 01 21.61 
25.49;~ 1 5. 68 ~~ 29. 41,-. 29.41 

House v-1i fe 0 tJ 8 u ') .. 
'-D 28 0 4o 48 0 27 27 0 1~1 111 4 7 .o 3 

9 .G9 ~~ 25.22~~. 4 3. 24~~ 24. 321~ 

Stuoent 3 3 6 2 4 i6 6 6 14 4 3 7 15 1i:l 33 13.96 
10 • 18 ~~ 18.1JI" 42.42/~ 21.21~ 

Business 5 1 6 6 2 t:l 4 3 7 3 2 5 11:1 6 26 11 .o 1 
18. 18 ~~ 30. 7ci~o 26.9 2% 19.29~ 

~abuur 4 0 4 2 u 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 8 0 6 3. 36 
so .o~ 25.u'lo O% 2s.o·;~ 

Un et:• 1Jl o ye d 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 4 1 0 1 3 4 7 2.98 
o .o" 28. 57~ 57. 14 ~& 14 • 23 '/o --

Total: 20 17 37 15 39 54 22 66 88 20 37 57 77 159 236 100 .oo 
1 5. 69 ~~ 22.8 B ~~ 37.26 24.15 



Table v 

Reasons for non- vi elrJin g the health pro grc.rnn1 es by 
Occupation ~·Jise 

---------------------------------·------
0 ccupa tion Total TV Non-vie- , .. of the Reasons( in To tal Health 7'11 u f Total 

viewers wi rs total code) prugruffili1es TV viewers 
viewers 1 2 3 viewers 

·-------------------------------------------
Service 58 7 1 ~.o 6 3 a 2 51 a 3.93 

4 2 .a 5~;2a. 57% 28. 57~ 

Housewife 120 9 7.5 2 5 2 111 29.50 
22. 22~~ 55.55% 22.22% 

Student 37 4 10 .B 1 1 2 1 33 89.14 
25.0~ 5o .o~ 25.0% 

Business 31 5 16.1 2 3 1 1 26 8 3.8 7 
Go .o1la 20 .o'lb 20 .o% 

Labour 1 1 3 27.27' 2 0 1 8 72.72 
66.66% o .o% 33.33% 

Jnemployed 8 1 1 2. 5 0 0 1 7 87.54 
o .o~ 0 .O~b 100 .O';b ----

Total 265 29 10 .94 11 10 8 236 78.66 

3 7.9""3%""34 • 38 ~ 27.58% - 89 .o 5% of 
to tal TV 
viewers 

Code No: 1 =No time due to busliness/office/dolnestic war/labour work etc. 

2 =Time is not suiti:.tble/open TV only aft~rr hindi news in the evening 

3 =Not interested in watching the health programme 



Table VI 

frequency of Viewing the health progrcmmes 
by Occupation ~rJise 

Occupation Total TV 
Vi ewers 

frequency of viewing the health programmes Total vie
wers of 
health prog. 

Regularly fre quen tl y 0 ccas ionc:.lly never 

--------------------------------------------------------·---------
Service 58 

House wives 1 20 

Student 37 

Business 31 

Labour 11 

Unemployed 8 

------
Total 265 

88. 33~b 
TR 

of 

12 
23.52% 

26 
23.4 2~ 

5 
1 5.1 5 

2 
7. 69~~ 

1 
1 2. 5% 

1 
14.28% 

47 
'19 .9".1

of. 
THV. 

Regularly = 3 to 4 programmes weekly 
frequently 1 to 2 programme in a week 
Ocasionally 2 to 3 progrLmmes in a month 

34 
32.63 % 

10 
30. 30'i~ 

7 
26.9 2% 

3 
37.5% 

3 
42.85% 

72 
30.50% of 

THV 

TR = Total 
TTV = Total 
THV = Total 

24 7 
4 7 .o% 13.7 2% 

51 9 
4 5.94% 8 .1% 

18 4 
54.54% 12.1 2~ 

17 5 
6 5. 38 ~~ 19.2% 

4 3 
50 .DO% 37.6% 

3 1 
42.65'70 14. 28 ':4 

51 
87.93~~ OF 

TTV 

111 
9 2. 5~~ of TTV 

33 
89.18~~ of TTV 

2' 8 3.8 7% of TTV 

8 
7 2. 72~~ tif TTV 

7 
8 7. 50 of TTV 

117 
49.57% 0 f 

THV 

29 236 
9.66~ of 78.66~ of TR 
TR & 89.05% of TTV 

10.94% 
TTV 

Respondents 
TV viewers 
Health Programmes 

of 

viewers 



Table VII 

frequency of viewiny the hc<;lth progr<.:Jmrrres by incur:1e 
group and Occuputi o n wise 

Occupcl"tion Totd.l vi- Tutal fre:~ fi:;. 1 ~6~f.'"~:-;-. iBBo.1 .:.G;~;~- d~fgw1 ~~·1000 
ewers of quencies 

H • p • 

R f 0 R f 0 T H f 0 T R F 0 T 

---------------------
Service 

House \·Ji f e 

St;udent 

3usiness 

L<.tbour 

Unemploye. d 

Total: 

111 of the 
viewers of c.1ne 
In come yro-1w. 
~~ of the 
viewers of one 
fre guen cr 

51 

1 1 1 

33 

26 

b 

7 

236 

1 2 15 24 

26 36 51 

5 10 18 

2 7 '17 

1 3 ' 4 

1 3 3 

47 72 117 

4 6 13 23 5 6 
4!J.09~~ 

9 20 3 
39 • 21 "' 

3 2 8 
1 5 • 63 7o 

7 1 6 19 4 2 1 2 1 2 1 u 4 2 7 6 14 27 
3 7.6 3'1~ 37 .ti 3'/~ 24. 32% 

2 3 10 15 3 5 8 16 0 2 0 2 

0 1 

0 0 

0 0 

13 26 

14.1 al.3 

4!J.45~~~ 48.487~ 6 .U6% 

7 6 2 3 8 13 0 3 2 5 
3U.76~ 50 .o ·,~ 19.231~ 

0 u IJ.. 1 
o .o% 

1: 2 1 
25.0~ 

2 3 6 
75.0~ 

2 2 HJ 3 1 5 0 0 0 
28. 57{-~ 71.42% 

5 1 9 0 * 2 3 30 4 5 9 8 :f * 11 1 6 2 1 46 
38, 1 3~ 41 • 9 4 ~ 
ofTHV of THV 

s6 .1 23 .s. 3j.6 45 a.: 

20.33% 0 f 
THV 

~.93J.3, 43.7 57.63~ of 
Tut.al vi ·e\•JE.l'S 

~----------~--·-------------~--~o~f--~_1~ 
--27.6 ~ 43.6 46.9 41.7 36.4 2.1.422.217.9 

-------------------------
R= Regularly, f= frequently, 0= ucassion8lly, T= Total, I.G.=lncome group 
,.. = 67.37';-o of the total viewers of 1st I .G., ** 85.96~~ of the total vie\'llers of 2nd I .G. 
THV = Tot~l Health progrcimme viewers. 



1 oo 
F~eguencv of VieWing or the Health Programmes by Ectucatign and Occupation 4isa 

S,No, Occupation Total 

11 • 

2o 

4. 

s. 

7. 

B. 

g., 

Service 

Student 

Business 

l..abQJr 

Unemployed 

Total 

:( oP t~al 
viewers bil 
one aduca
tion grQJp• 

% of. total 
ViBW"OrS of 
one frequency 

Viewers 
oP Heal-
th Pre- Iilfterate 
grammas m=--:.:;,:::. , 0 T-~ 

51 0 0 0 0 

111 0 2 4 6 

33 0 0 0 0 

26 0 0 0 0 

B 0 2 

7 0 0 0 0 

236 0 3 5 B 

0 37.5 6~.5 100 

4 

OCCUPiiT IONAI.. GROUPS 
lie tal Literate to Matric to Under-· 

' Graduate Post-Graduate -r Pro-
Unda~gc~ouata ~·--~--~~G~r~ad~u~a~t~e--~--~--~--~--~~--~--~--=-~r~e~ss~;~o~ncl~~~s~~--~~ 

~%-R/. F. v··-ff,~ 1( R F 0 T \( R F' 0 T % R F' 0 T % fl 

0 4 0 0 4 7.6 4 4 6 14 27.45 3 5 15 23 45,09 1 5 3 10 19,6 12 15 24 

( 2 6.5) (2a.$) (47.8 5) 
% % % 

5.6 7 6 14 29 26.1 11 9 13 

0 0 0 3~83 1 4 7 12- 36 

( 1 3) { 2 2) ( 55) 

% % % 

5 10 15 

3 6 9 16 54.5 1 

5 5 

0 

CZ5.s)(as) (49) 
% % % 

13 11 • 7 26 34 51 

2 6 5 10 16 

(6%) (33%) (56~~) . (17%) (33%) (SO%) ( 15%) (30%) (54%); 

0 0 2 6 a 2 . 5 2. 5 

(25%) (75;b) 

25 0 2 3 37.5 3 37.5 0 0 0 0 

(33%) {6?%) 

0. 0 0 o.. 0 0 0 2 43 2 

.· (2s?1) (25%) (sot.) 

3.36 11 11 23 45 19,09 16 22 33 73 31 13 24 46 63 

24 24 51 100 25 30 45 100 16 29 55 100 

- 23.4 15 20 36 :so.s 28 -· 28 33 39 

2 

0 0 0 0 0 

57 0 0 0 0 

35 5 12 1 0 27 

- 19 4.4 37 100 

11 17 8 

B 2 7 17 

l 
0 3 4 j 

' 
(12%) (37%)(50%i 

0 

11.4 47 

i 
j 

3 3 i 
(43%) (43%J 

' j 

72 117 I 
' 

---'0 
(\ 
~ 



Talala Na.9 1 

S.Ne. Occul!latien 

1 • 5ervic" 

BENEFITS or THE HEALTH PR((;RAMI"ES TO HE VIEWERS BY OCCUPATION W.~ 

BENEfiHl TO THE VIEWERS (IN CO!JES) 

2 3 5 6 7 

27 8 5 13 4 7 8 

8 9 

2 

Tot;ol 'li!!tul!rs 

5~ .of total 
viewers 

% uf tetal viewers 15.6B:t 15.58% 1 .96% 1 .96% 21.5 

2. 

5. 

6. 

1· 

f.!.!.!.J!! • 

2 
3 

4 
5. 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

H11usa Wif!! 36 21 

1 of tmtal view~rs 

5tu,j'lnt 8 8 

~ ef total vi~wers 

Business ? 

% af tetal viawars 

Lalleur 5 2 

~ af tatal viewers 

Uri1emp:lciyed 2 0 

~ af tatal viewers 28.57% 0~ 

Tatal 89 46 

~ af tetal viewers 37.71;"b 

33 

8 5 

2 

0 

12.5,, 

5 2 

71.42~ 28.57% 

41 55 

14 

12 

2 

0 

5 

71 o42" 

37 

15.69;( 

D-;_~-;f Banafits talli II!£ raspanliants 

Descriatien after liacaliin! ef the rasaens• 

13 

11 • 71 ~ 

0 

D% 

5 

0 

4 

29 

12.28% 

15 

13.51% 

3 

11.53% 

0 

2 

28.57;" 

2 9 

12o2B% 

13 

11.71% 

3 

9.09% 

0 

0 

0 

18 

7.62% 

3 

2.70% 

2 

t 

3.84% 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

111 

33 

11.98 

26 

B 

3o36 

7 

296 

236 

Thasa ara~ram~as !iva infarmatien anli inaraasa the awareness allaut the liisaasas, their symatams anli treatment. 
Thasa may Ita llanafir;:ial aut I eannat say raasan as l hava nat &IU!liali sa Far. 
1 Charalu Nuskha 1 is ussf'ul ara~ramma as it pravilies knewlaa~a allaut liamastic treatment far aamman liisaasaa (Khanai,Jukham ate) 
llut I hava nat aaalieli far my awn anly tal• anli liismussali with frianlis anli nai~hllaura. 
After a~alicatian ef Nuskhn af th~ or•!ram~a 1 Gharalu Nuskh11 1

, I ~·t raliaf fram s•m• aisaasa af Khansi, Jukham, stamacha ate. 
1 Va~a anli Swasthya 1 is vary ••eli ana 5~neficial ~rawram·~ llut I navs nat a~$liali. I am thinkin! t• •ractica/alivisali ta •ractica lly ath•rs. 
Prac'tic in~ Va!a far im.revin~ tha healt~ incr•as inti nail!ht/nliuct in~ fat/ stimulat in! apllatita ate • 
1 Jaan hai .Jahan l'tai 1 increases the knawlotli!a all aut symatams, aravant iva anli curatUia measures a!ainst liiseasa af myself a nil etllars. 
Nat ~attint~ tllat as mucll ef IDenafits as c11ula -.a illustr..taa. 
lifter watch in!! the araljram" a 1 Jaan ha i Janan ha i 1 sus Dacha far IDarticular aisaasa as telli th! symotams far the same ana if n••••• cannactali tll 
tha ••eter. · 
Na, Nat any. Can' nt say. 

u 



TiiBLE 10 CGM;JREHEN~Q[ Ht:ALTI! ;Jf( ~RP1 !ljf~'('i l:l'r' GCCU:1.; T ICI! h~4D SEX WISE 

S .~{o. Comprehension (in codes) Dif"f"ERENT OCCUPJ.\T IUNS 
Tot.c.l 

Service Hous;.H1dfa Student Bu~inoss Labour Unen,pl oyed (% of' tot.s1 viewers ' ---r·---r-·---,.r-····r- -,-----~·r· --· of haalth procrpr7:r.e; ·---
1. 1 • No 30 13 41 0 90 90 14 15 29 20 5 25 4 5 3 3 6 198 

% ol" Total 21 .77 ll5.45 14.64 12·62 2.52 3.03 (83 .89%) 

2. 2. Yes:. Technical <LOrds/ 2 0 2 0 4 4 0 0 0 0 2 0 10 
difficult acticn in Yoqa; ' 
C orr::>;; r i r.g/ r:-H thad of 
9x>Jl& ining is not c anpro-
hs 1i:.> .1. vc • 

% of Total 20 40 10 ..J 20 ·tOJ (4 .23%) 

3· 3. Yes: Lani)UQgo ~l'LJblerr to 
under~tand the prograr.-.•r.e 2 2 4 0 7 7 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 

% of Total 28.57 50 14.28 0% 7.14 0 (5 .93%) 

4. 4. Yt:f, hut. can not say 2 0 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 
reason. 

% of Tot.,,l 14.28 71.4;> 7.14 7.14 0 0 (s .93%) 

5. Total 35 16 51 0 111 111 15 18 3'.1 25 26 6 2 8 3 4 7 236 

~ of' Total 21.6 47.01 13.98 11 • 01 3.38 2.96 



TI\BL.£ 11 5UGG£STIONS (f Irt:f'IS i<~lCS_BY Vlt:lllt:RS PF 8£.&"!!!__PROCRAI'ii'!ES BY OCCUPAT!f.:N i<Ni.J 1\GE GRuUP iulS£ 

S,No, Occupation -Age SLJ.9.:19 at ions (in COd'Js) b V iew'lrs Total 
gr~-

2 3 4 5 6 ·------- ------
? 1 T 1 2 3 T 2 3 T 2 3 T 2 3 T 2 3 T 

1. Service 0 0 7 9 0 4 2 6 0 0 0 4 5 22 6 31 53 

2· HD.Jsawife 2 0 0 2 0 9 2 11 6 9 5 20 2 0 0 2 0 2 3 23 11 49 63 121 

'3. Student 2 0 0 2 2 Q ~ ':l 8 g g :Q 2 0 0 2 ·0 0 23 0 0 23 36 

4 •. BL•aineae 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 8 11 20 27 

s. L.abour 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 

6. Unemployed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 4 6 

1· Total 4 1 0 5 8 19 3 30 15 14 8 37 5 2 8 2 5 3 10 79 30 52 161 251 

30% 20% 0 100 26.66 63.33 10 100 40.54 37.83 21.62 100 62.5 25 100 20% SO% 30" 100% 49.06 18.63 % % % % % 12·5 32.29 

" % % % % % % % % % 

Decoding of suggestions by respondents 

Coda No. Decoding of suggas tiona 

Group of diseases of Blood/heart/ should be programmed frequa.ntl y. 

2 Coverage of Womar/child disease/protection dllring praqnancy/Haalth Education preventive measures 
aqainst diseases Immuoi!Jaation should be frequently telecast. 

3 Health problems like obesity/short hHght/skin problenv'aye problen/ear problem/ stDijla ct:)ache/policl 
hair problarr/kcidity/Diabitica/Brest pain/Khansi-jukam ate. should ba highlighted. 

4 Cancer/Bacterial and other infunction diseases/other fatal aiaeasas a.g.AIOS should have more coverage. 

5 Separate pr ogrammas on nutri tiorv' sSl<-educa tion/Honaopathy/saas onal disease should be~tartad. 

6 Not any/nothing spacial/can't eay/progr~mmas are alright. 



.. 

DETAIL CHART OF SU33ESTJOl\JS 

Tot a 1 Re sron(1ent s suggested = 72 

K bci s of suggest ions = 41 

Sug:)estions in char¢ = 10 

SU:33ESTIONS 

2. 

Timeof programme should be later/ 
after 8 P.M./9.P.M. 

Programme's detail should be properly 

informed before telecast 

Time of the progranrr.e s s h culd be 

increased 

4. Ad:::1ress of various rr;ajor hospitals/ 

Medical institutions should be given. 

SCQiE 

10 

7 

5 

4 

5. Programme on handicapped should be started 3 

6. Pro:Jramme on menta 1 ~ ise a se s shcu ld be 

st:=;rted. 

7. Ch ildren/ymmen programrr;e s should be sho wn 

frequently. 

8. There should be enough time to note down. the 

9. Expert doctors in the programme should give 

their name and address 

2 

2 

2 

2 

10. There should be programme of he a 1 th for youth 2 

Tot al 39 

104 



CHAPTER IV 

A DISCUSSION 



DISCUSSION 

After reviewing the e~ting literature and having the 

findings of the study conducted at Delhi it was essential for 

us to discuss the issues relating to the role of television as 

an important tool of mass media, in the improvement of health 

of the people in India. Health problems, health practices and 

population growth are closely linked with the ecological setting 

of a community. Health problems are in effect a function of the 

human ecology and the community's response to them is a function 

of its health culture. Thus, there ex;sts a dynamic equilibrium 

between the ecological setting on one hand and the community's 

response to the health problems (arising out of the ecological 

setting) on the other. 1 

There has been a gross over estimation of the impact of 

public health measures on the fall in birth rates, and in this 

process, much more complex but significant ecological, biological ··., 

and epidemiological issues which have promoted major shifts in the 

host - parasite equilibrium within the populations have not received 

due attention. 

The very wide field of social, economic and political factors 

are responsible for the creation of the poor ecological conditions 

and correspondingly poor health services and the social and cultural 

implication of such condition. 

Health is a subjective concept. It·is obviously beyond mere 

absence of physical pain or illness. It is generally taken as a 

state of physical, psychological and socio-cultural well-being and 
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to that extent good health is an interrelated and transactional 

,art of overall societal development. We, as a democratic and 

welfare polity, are said to be committed in principle to open 

out to the population opportunities for a "richer and more varied 

life" and providing better medical and public health facilities 

is a significant component of India's planning structure. 

Media of communication are brought to India to help easy 

and efficient flow of information with different sections and 

subsections of the national populace in this vital task of distri

buting the fruits of socio-economic and socio-cultural growth and 

development. 

"Traditionally, the purpose of mass communication in the 

field of community health is to ensure that people get the informatim 

they should have. It is usually a one- way process, with the 

masses of people remaining passive receiptients of what is handed 
c ( c 

down to them. Those who above decide what information people should 

have and choose the media to transmit that information. It is thus 

loaded with values and interests of the communicators and their 

employers and it is authoritarian in nature; telling people (the 

•target r population) what is good for their health. 2 _. 

Mass communication in health fiels is very often associated 

with another similarly value load approach, namely health Education. 

The emphasis were is on "person to person contact. The common factor 

in both the approaches is an •attack' on the target. 

Here the •target • was the •lv1ayapuri • population. Thus we had 

to examine, how far the sample population were benefitted by the 
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so culled 11 four health program-:es" telecast regularly by the 

Delhi TV Centre. It \-.ras found out that out of the four programmes 

only tVTo programmes U .e. "Gharelu Nuske" and 11 Jaan Hai Jahan Hai") 

tvere of limited ·utility, that only to the higher and middle 

incoms group. Out of the other b..vo programmes ("Yoga aur S1.:asthya" 

and "l',.ap Ka Parivarn) "Yoga aur :::>_,,,asthya 11 Has preferred only 

by the students, business-men a:1d hcuseT.-:ives because this ~rogra'Tu.~e 

could give these elite vie\·wrs some benefi t.s. on health problems 

like obesity and loss of appet.i te etc. Dut 'A a~ Ka I'ari var' a 

programme on family 1·relfare (Population control measures) ,,;as of 

little significance to the sample population. Here question arises 

that \\'hy these programmes h'·2re discrir.U.nately accepted by the 

study population. It v-Jas verified that the contents of "Jaan Eai 

Jahan Hai 11 ~,,as primarily on the prevalent. diseases such as: Heart 

disease, leprosy, \liral fev-:::r, 'Jaundice, dis ':ases of Zar, Nose 

and Throat, Di <ibetes, Cancer etc. 

Besides, the vi e\·Jers quer:·ies t~rough _ _!~t t~£fl._\:l~Xe-t .. a.J<en 

into account alternatively in this prograrnr:-lc. This very process 
------------------ ---

created t'l:lO -v.ray communication in this ... !2E9.9E.~:!!!ne. Because of 

this "Jaan Hai Jahan Hai" got a little success among the study 

vi~vers and had satisfied the need of ~1eir health culture to 

some extent, But this programme v;as o< less beneficial to the 

lower income group ~-e~ labourers, class iv employees etc. 

because very often of medical experts and the comperes presented 

the programwe mostly in technical tenns in ETHJli sh langtwJe. 

·rherefore, this progru.rnme \tlas less meaningf-ul to the needs of the 

lov;er income group of our study population. Banerji has already 

that 
t 

sometimes c'lue to chort coi-:~ings in the 



" 11 u' 1o .r:- .; 1-1 ..._ 1• c .... ,-- ..., ,..., "'" n- i c ' · .; o·-u /I ""'- l.. J. L."""" LU • "" ... , It~ .._..., ~.) ..J.. .l..l fail to reu.ch 

the "target•• or they reach ther;1 in a distorted form. lit times 

the messages lack credibility or they are counter productive 

becaus~ they s2ll the wrong ?reduct 

The progru.rnr:1e 11 Aap Ka Parivaru 

3 
to t.:Le target • ..---
\•las virtuc.lly misinterpreted 

in the fir:st instance by the vie1:er, becau:~e the message i·.Jas 

not clear and app2aling. This \·;as eviC.snt. from the vieHers 

also that they 'i·:ere ulrcady morc or less av1are of farrdly planning 

vis -a-vis the v:elfaL-e measures. But the qu.estion vlU.S of ado~)ting 

the practices by the tarqet couples. Becau:..-:e of this
1 

already 
; l"tC:Ci1<l 

, - ' Of-' ', • • - • " " ' / mucn a;,;arc:et v~s\zers,: rugner a.nc.c rnlucu_e \l•.ri.::,an area)L..~roup were 

.reluctent to gi,le further importance t:o suctJ. out dated programrnes. 

income group, in ,.,;hich mostly TV \:as not a-v-ailal:·le in their houses 

(Table No.2). 

In other case, the 11 Gharel1j. Nuskhe 11 programrne •·:as of some 

importance to 1~1ostly all vie\··Jers beca~~se the processes of taking 

care of the cormnon minor ai lme:1ts at hou:::e setup v:c::re advised 

in this :yrogrc:tmEie. These urban vie1,Ters ;_.,rere also of the opinion 

that they were ignoran.t of thc~sc hou!::.e remedies indigenous 

practices. Th.i~. pro1.red that th·s h~_~alth cultu:::-e of this urba.."'1 

study popula ticn Has devciC. of the::e pl.-actices in contrast to the 

rural households. 'l'!1e house re;.:ecJ.ies, telecast through 11 Gharelu 

IJuskhe 1
' fillec.'c the gap of exi:::ting health f2cilities availa.'ble 

to this urban popu1_aticn. 

Further rnore, the felt needs of the vie'.·:ers in the study 

population v;ere available with sur;,~gestion chal."t. It \'Jas evident 



from that, the telecClSt-timing of the health programmes should 

be convenient to the viev:ers. The content of the each health 

programme should be announce:: earlier to meet the felt need of 

Bnsi dr->s tl--;,.. the laJ1G'-lu~_~c \·Ja.S found to be of mo5tly .......... - - . ·-- ·- i -

incomprehensi ve because the technical '.·Jords in "English~ v.,r:~re 

used frequently by the progra.rmne 's experts and compere5:- The 

efforts should be made to pre~Jare the 1)rograJ11r;es in a common 

lffi1gung2 giving sufficient pause to help viewers und2rstand. 

Eost of the vievc:;rs 'l:iC:re of the opinion that the h·::~alth progrnrnraes 

the comr:Tt.mi ty and the progr2Innc:s r:oi·;ht covc:r the i-.'hole hi story 

of a disc:.o.E.e (Nat ural history of a C.isease) as a result of \·!h L ch 

the vie1·;ers (:;:;atie!1ts) ,.,roulc be benefit'!:ed to take adequate t3teps 

with the prop2r h;,~alth agencies or: health experts. 

Case "tua~,,. 
L.J y • 

In a case study it '..'as found out that ]\ir.Narayana after 

\·:atching a health programme on heart disease approached to the 

concerned doctor in the hos:;;ital but he conld not :Jet adequ~te 

help because of '"·: .. : nart.icu1ar doctor discussed -:.dthcut any prop-::r 

exarninatic;,n. He could not afford to shm·.r hi~ problem to any 

private practitioner because hi~~ de:t>end.ency on the other family 

This case study proved that after receiving the information 

on different health problems the vie1.:ers, \·.'hen knock·2d the doers 

of the health services providers- ·Here kicked around as usual 

like the other active seekers of h:::alth services. In other ______ ,......._. _________ ~---...... -. _______ _ 



vwrd:::;, the success of the Role of TV ir. h':..·al th promotic,n 

of the people is v<:.:ry limited in tne existing situation 

preve:U.ling in the urb<m privileged oriented, ·over mistified 

1 1 n ' ',) 

In this s·tudy it ·do.::> clso prov2d that t.he elite interes·ts 

even in the area of medicare .,.;:.:_•re promoted by giving much 

importa..'ice to the di~.ease usually found among them.e.·g;heart 

at tack, di abets:?s1 obc.si±.y etc. Because of this very si tuaticn, 

the b .. alth progrG..'Th~:es t"n TV cve::1 in urh<:u'1 area Here less accepta;Jle 

to this middle aDd lowo:r midc',le class. 

So ·the COPlJ.lUrlicc.t:.ioi1 on T"';~J, for a sp2cific·. tas}::, sa~r fc.mi1y 

planning or comr:1unicable diseases, can hardly be eff:ecti ve in 

isolation as c_;ur :>revious ~x'L)er:~ences indicated in other dnclies, 

r-eviewed earlier. Such aD infonnation or code messages have 

to be a part of a package prograt"'11r.le simultaneously addressing 

·to closely related question~such as nutrition, child care, socio-

economic upliftment, education, fighting fatalism, encouraging 

public participation, a'id so on. Horeover, mass medic: can be 

effective only when they are co~-ined with interpersoc"lal communi-

cation skills for the creation of general awareness to bring 

about chill1QeS in attitudes, values and
1
eventuallyJbehaviour. 

{Health education car-npaign and mass communication package 

in case of promoting the use of sanitary latrine in rural areas, 

mass BCG compai.gn, SIT;:<: to instruct rural people about h:::alth, 

nu'crition, and Far:Uly Pla'1ni::1g and/ also, com:paign for adopting 

vitamins, tonics u.nd baby foods etc. along \dth cam~aign ag·ai:1s·t 

the use of alcohol narcotics etc. are some of the examples in 

'.·:hi:::::h the succ·~ss iE· yet a question .. \This study also ·-:1ro•.r2d the 
-----~·) 

c: a""·"~ about ths four hcal':::l1 nrocrrarmnes t;cl::c:;cas-;: in Lie:: lhi TV Centro:~, .._. ... ,..._ .. ........ 



bccuusc this a;~ove dm·:n ap~;roach of mas:.:: communication on 

health education is not a solution for health promotion of 

the target population. 

'l'hcre is ·,;ide spread evidence from com;:'IUnicutions research 

that the persuasive pov1.er of media and its ability to directly 

influence its audience is very li:ni ted. Beha·.,riour change 

oer:-"ends on the extent to ·,.;hi.c h the me·:U a is sup:)orted and 

f aci li tated by the social and the physical environment. 

Social reinforcement is crucial. The audience should be 

seen as playing an interactive role ;dth the media. Its 

effects c:u:-e often assessed by what hapr)en.s imrnediately after 

the reception of a media message. But it is also important 

to gauge :.·;hat na~;p<:.;ns bsfore (Health Cultu::.::-e study), durin; 

and after the msssage reception. ~·le shou::.d be clearly a• .. 1are 

of the eli fference beb,;een the short-tenn effects of a single 

prograr:rrne and the long-term effects of the health progra-nmes. 

Health promotion should counter- act the dangerous development 

Hhereby people's perceptions of reality could be replaced by 

a perception of reality as displayed by television progr0nn~s. 

I!;._.)lealth promotion vie are not only dealin<J '\·;ith health 

services, but also y.Jith health conditions ac1d the environn3:1t 

in \·lhich peopl£-.: live. The mass media is only one system of 

cornrunica·tion, it can provide the backcloth, but it needs 

reinforcement by p:::rsonal and more in·teracti ve techniq-.Ies in 

orclc=r to bring al')oU t behaviour chan~Je. J'.iass msdi a prograwme 

must be sup~)lefilen~ed by comrnuni ty organizatlon and other efforts 
-------·--------·---~--·-· .. ·--~--~----~-~---------------·--·---

to enhaJ1Ce the internersonal reinforcement of the programf"ties' 
_..::_ _____ -~...........----------·--- --..........,.,_ 



objectives. t·le must consid~r the old style of just "attacking" 

a nassive and unresponsive public. It is not enough to furnish 
""' -- -~ -·-- ---------. --

knov:ledge, \.,re need to check that people receive, accept and 
~ ------- --· 

employ \>Ji th the mess age as appropriate. Health promotion 

strategies must be pre-tested and evaluated. Part of this 

should include a corrnnunication:·. planning process - a carefu.l 
----·---

understanding the target audience, analysis of their media - -- -~ ~ ~- ~- -- -- - . 

habits, their kno·~ .. ~edge at.tituqes and behay:!;_our. ___ Sy~~e~atic 
-----· 

pretesting is nee_ded_ for this. 

---------- . The ~lma At a Declaration/ Health for all by 2 000 AD has 

identified health education and community participation as the 
·~ ----'----__..:__ 

first of the major element of the concept of primary health 

care has led to a fundamental reappraisal of the concepts and 

methods of conventional health education and mass communication 

in health. These trends have·been articulated by the ~10 Expert 

Committee on Ne~,.,r Approaches to Health Education for Primary 

Health Care. It has described the conventional approach as 

"patronising", paternalistic and victim blaming". It emphasises 
~ 

that people themselves need to fully understand the problems 

and to fully collaborate with their health care provides in 

their solution. ~or this purpose it is suggested that health 

care providers develop people oriented health programmes and 

use approaches of health education and mass co~~nication to 

strengthened the involvement of the people. Health education 

and mass communication become tvm-,,lay processes for from 

merely seeking co-op2ration of co~munities in carrying out 

plans already made, the new approach to health education aims 

I 

) 

at encouraging people to be actively involved in the planning I 
and maintenance of their health and that of their communities~ 



Understanding of response of the people should be the 

basis for choice of technology of organisational framework and 

management practices to deliver the chosen technology. Strategy 

for mass co~munication and health ~ducati~~_ha~ to be d~~eloped 

with the people oriented service delivecy-~~------ ·- .. ---- ---
complex.5 

· Suitable strategy of comuunication and education should be 

dravm upto actively generate felt needs to cover the unreached 

portion of the epidemiologically assessed needs and to erase that 

portion of the felt-needs which doe~ver the epidemiological-ly 

assessed needs. 
/ 

Finally, the major elements of a conceptual framework for 

mass communication vis-a-vis the role of TV, in community health 

are summerised below. The conceptual frame';·mrk needs further 

detail sociological analysis in a bigger representative sample. 

1· Role of TV in cormnunity -health is not an isolated approach: 

it is certainly not the only answer for health a-v1areness on health 

_promotion. 

2. Understanding of the people - viei.vers forms the basis -for 

the choiee of technologies and for developing a serVice delivery 

system which is in consonance with the socio-cultural setting. 

3. Communication and education programmes either -follow the 

development of a people oriented service complex or they become 

its integral component, playing an advocacy or even an 

advisory role. 

4. An optimum mix of communication package has to be develope4 

in an interdisciplinary team to make the TV Health Prograrmnes 

more meaningful in the existing Indian reality. 
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